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Lead (Pb) in soil is a global environmental issue. The particularly high lead 
concentrations found in surface soils have been emplaced by humans and bring with them life-
altering and life-shortening effects for our species and countless others. While much of the 
general population is unaware of lead lurking in our soils, scientists from a range of backgrounds 
have generated a body of research documenting this ubiquitous phenomenon, arising from 
sources such as lead in gasoline, paint, industry, and incineration. Scientists have also explored 
ways to remediate soil and continue calling for efforts to limit toxicant exposure. Why, then, 
does this issue persist? What can be done about it? What role can biogeochemical research play 
in not only describing the issue, but also in conducting experiments and gathering data on 
alternative life-affirming outcomes? 
In response to these questions, the research comprising this dissertation develops and 
utilizes a systems framework with four separate chapters: 1) The first chapter articulates a 
systems research framework, exploring systemic interactions, interventions, and applied 
experiments between humans and soil Pb at micro-, meso-, and macro-scales; 2) The second 
chapter is a micro-scale investigation of soil Pb at the root zone, a literature review for the 
USDA’s Phytoremediation Database exploring misconceptions with regard to plants extracting 




collaboration with the NYS Department of Health and Cornell University, exploring the potential 
to limit Pb deposition on urban-grown crops; and 4) The fourth chapter is a macro-scale 
investigation, the first pilot study for the NYC Mayor’s Office of Environmental Remediation’s 
Clean Soil Bank (CSB), consisting of a field study exploring the use of excavated glacial 
sediments mixed with compost as a safe growing medium in urban community gardens. This 
CSB research created the foundation for numerous follow-up studies and efforts aimed at 
limiting soil Pb exposure and promoting the many benefits of urban growing, including a range 
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This dissertation is on, about, and for the living and nonliving entities in soil. Few of our 
species have the privilege and opportunity to get to know and appreciate the open pore spaces, 
gases, liquids, sands, silts, clays, decomposing organic matter, and countless bacteria, fungi, 
protozoa, nematodes, arthropods, and macrofauna that make the land we live on. I am humbled 
and fascinated by them, grateful for their constant labor, and seek to work both in alignment and 
in service of their ways of being. Some of these organisms have been refining their crafts for 
billions of years, and I look to them for how to co-create systems for a sustainable future.  
I want to acknowledge and thank the Lenni Lenape tribe, whose land I currently occupy. 
I was born in New York City, or Lenapehoking, which is their land. I study soils in New York 
City / Lenapehooking, which is their land. This dissertation is invested in various forms of settler 
futurity. However, the many projects that have emerged out of this research seek to centralize the 
interests and questions of those historically excluded from academic institutions, primary to 
which are the Indigenous people who have been forcibly removed from much of their land. The 
science of soil does not need to exist separate from Indigenous knowledge, and we can do more 
to honor and recognize their intellectual and material foundations that we benefit from. With the 
aim of supporting Indigenous goals, struggles, and movements for repatriation, there is a place 
for science to address these ongoing injustices and co-create new pathways forward.  
Central to my understanding and appreciation of soil are the many people who 
historically and presently work with this medium, the vibrant skin of the Earth, day in and day 
out. I honor people stolen from numerous regions in Africa, enslaved and forced to cultivate our 
soil. I honor people currently growing food in the US, many faced with no option but to migrate 




are harvesting palm oil in Thailand, people are growing food in the dry deserts and occupied 
territories of Gaza, people are fumigating bananas, coffee, and cocoa in Ecuador… All of these 
invaluable laborers, past, present, and future, I thank you for your efforts that enable us to be 
here today.  
Situated more locally, I dedicate my work in this dissertation and beyond to the people 
who work with soil in New York City / Lenapehoking. They have created and continue to create 
opportunities for transformative social and environmental justice by growing plants, food, and 
community in the most unlikely ways and spaces. Specifically, I want to thank gardeners 
involved in the Clean Soil Bank pilot Stanley Jones, Katherine Bryant, Yolanda Belcher, 
Rochelle Sanders, Lakecia Davis-Flueck, Cheryl John, Deborah Greig, Kendra Ellis, David 
Vigil, Anita Chan, Iyeshima Harris, and the entire community of East New York Farms (ENYF). 
I also want to thank ENYF for their ongoing efforts to further this work and make constructed 
soils available to a wide range of practitioners. For the Lettuce Deposition project, I want to 
thank gardeners Annie, Anthony, Barbara, Brett, Brian, Cesar, Dorothy, Enrique, Felix, Herb, 
Gil, Jojo, Linda, Mamey, Margot, Marisa, Ricky, and Stephane for welcoming us into their 
space.  
For both of these field research projects, we are grateful to the coordinating efforts of 
GreenThumb, particularly Shawn Spencer, Rasheed Hislop, Isak Mendes, Mara Gittleman, 
Ijendu Obasi, Nancy Kohn, Carlos Martinez, and Bill LoSasso. Demetrice Mills and the 
Brooklyn Queens Land Trust provided garden space and ongoing support for the Clean Soil 
Bank (CSB). High quality compost was provided for the CSB pilot study by the Gowanus Canal 
Conservancy and the efforts of Richard Kampf and Natasia Sidarta. This would work would not 




past staff who manage the CSB, including Shana Holberton, Samantha Morris, Kate Glass, Noel 
Anderson, Taylor Hard, Kestana Anokye, Dan Walsh, and Mark McIntyre.  
Researchers and interns at the Brooklyn College Urban Soils Lab volunteered 
tremendous time and effort for these projects. I particularly want to thank Hermine Huot, Maha 
Deeb, Jan Mun, Danielle Wagner, Michael Grinshtein, Igor Bronz, Norma Sutton, Tamar 
Saimbert, J.D. Rachid, Lisa Bloodgood, Shruti Singh, Sophia Khoja, LiLin Liu, Zainab 
Salahudin, Zenab Jamil, Marzana Rafa, Jasleen Kaur, Donna Cao, Kaitlin McLaughlin, Kristen 
Walsh, and Anna Minsky. Ololade Thomas was a dedicated intern supported by the NYS 
Department of Health. Elise He and Steven Medina interned with support from the Brooklyn 
Urban Ecology and Environment Research Experience for Undergraduates program. Some, but 
not all of these collaborators are co-authors here, and each contributor has made this work more 
robust and fulfilling. I have been inspired by the NYC Urban Soils Institute, and am grateful to 
the work of Dr. Richard Shaw, Shino Tanikawa, Tatiana Morin, Dr. Anna Paltseva, and George 
Lozefski in creating and maintaining this phenomenal institute. 
I would like to thank the Legacy Lead Coalition, whose efforts have made the follow-up 
studies and participatory approaches to this research possible. I have been honored and thrilled to 
be in collaboration with the individuals and organizations of this coalition, including Paula Segal 
from TakeRoot Justice, and Jan Mun and Jason Sinopoli from the Greenpoint Bioremediation 
Project, all of whose ways of thinking and being have impacted mine. I also want to thank Mara 
Kravitz from 596 Acres, Dr. Franziska Landes and Dr. Alexander van Geen from Columbia 
University, Leah Retherford, Gil Lopez, and Erycka de Jesus form The New York City Compost 
Project Hosted by Big Reuse, Ursula Chanse from Bronx Green Up, Jason Smith and Jason 




Brooklyn Botanic Garden, Kofi Thomas from the Brooklyn Queens Land Trust, Yolanda 
Gonzalez and Sam Anderson from Cornell Cooperative Extension, Hannah Shayler from Cornell 
University, and many others who have co-constructed the Legacy Lead Coalition. I am thankful 
to Brooke Singer, Katharhy G., and Marisa Prefer for creating the incredible Carbon Sponge 
project. I also want to thank Erycka de Jesus, Zani Simmons, Darryl Todman, and Vic Gillon for 
brining JUST SOIL into our world, and want to thank Blessings, Vangeley, Jay, Olivia, Sophia, 
Emily, Terryann, Prince and Julian for all of their dedicated work with us.  
Jan Mun has shaped the course of my research and praxis as a critical collaborator since 
2014. Her collaboration has supported the Clean Soil Bank pilot study, multiple series of 
workshops on soil, the Legacy Lead Coalition, my connection to Dr. Howard Mielke, and 
various iterations of soil systems maps, one form of which became the introductory chapter of 
this dissertation. Jan is thus a coauthor on this chapter and created the graphics that represent 
each scale of human-soil Pb interactions and interventions.  
Faculty, staff, and students at the Brooklyn College and the Graduate Center Earth and 
Environmental Sciences Departments have been profoundly supportive and influential to me in 
my studies. I want to thank Dr. John Chamberlain, Dr. David Seidemann, Dr. Jennifer Cherrier, 
Dr. Brett Branco, Dr. Matthew Garb, and Dr. Brianne Smith for providing me with an 
extraordinary M.S. experience, supporting me through the beginnings of this course of study. 
From the Graduate Center, I want to thank Dr. Cindi Katz, Dr. Monica Varsanyi, Dr. Haydee 
Salmun, Dr. Marianna Pavloskya, Dr. Athanasios Koutavas, Dr. Celina Su, Dr. Michelle Fine, 
Dr. María Elena Torre, Dr. Maddy Fox, and Dr. Ruth Wilson Gilmore for altering the course of 




I was supported for the past four years by a fellowship from the Graduate Center of The 
City University of New York and funding from the Advanced Science Research Center at the 
Graduate Center of the Graduate Center at the City University of New York. Funding for the 
phytoremediation chapter was provided from a United States Department of Agriculture Natural 
Resources Conservation Service grant to Brooklyn College (PI: Zhongqi Cheng, USDA CESU 
Agreement #68784216555), and I am grateful to Dr. Gerry Moore for his collaboration and co-
authorship on this chapter.  
Funding for analytical work on the Lettuce Deposition project was provided by the NYS 
Department of Health. Far beyond the funding, I was given generous mentorship and co-
authorship support from the entire Healthy Soils Healthy Communities team, including Dr. Henry 
Spliethoff, Hannah Shalyer, Dr. Jonathan Russell-Anelli, and Dr. Murray McBride. I have 
benefitted from weekly conference calls with this team since the spring of 2016, which have 
shaped my views on the possibilities and potentials of collaborative research. I have learned that 
with attention to detail and research-backed justification, a scientific experiment can emerge, 
shift, and synthesize from the disparate views and experiences of its co-creators. Research with 
this team, and I believe with virtually any team, has the potential to be conceptually and 
methodologically rigorous, while expanding the limits of what we might previously have thought 
we could accomplish.  
Every aspect of this work was made possible by my primary advisor, Dr. Zhongqi 
(Joshua) Cheng. Dr. Cheng welcomed me into the world of urban soils, introduced me to nearly 
every essential organizational collaborator, and provided me with continual guidance and 
feedback multiple times per week for the past six years. When I met Dr. Cheng in the spring of 




impact the rest of my life. I had no idea that graduate work could be so intellectually and 
personally fulfilling. When I decided to study urban soil as an MS student at Brooklyn College 
(BC), I didn’t know if I would stay with this topic for my PhD. I now cannot imagine my life 
separate from soil. I also cannot imagine my life separate from collaboration with Dr. Cheng, but 
I am excited to see where the future will take us. I am grateful to Dr. Cheng for all that he has 
given to me and so many others – intellectual engagement, opportunities for laboratory analyses, 
and real-world research, all in support of urgent and meaningful urban environmental 
sustainability.   
One year into the MS program at BC, I met Dr. Peter Groffman, who became my co-
advisor. From the moment Dr. Groffman began his talk on bio-geo-socio-chemistry, a neologism 
that he now eschews, I couldn’t wait to study with him. It was biogeochemistry that brought me 
to soil science, and I was feeling slightly conflicted about how to bring my commitments to 
social science and social justice into my research. Dr. Groffman showed me a way to do so and 
has continually encouraged me to develop my own. Dr. Groffman suggested that I articulate my 
approach to systems science and engaged scholarship, ideas that I have been considering for 
about twenty years. A first attempt is now written on the pages that follow, and exists as these 
projects in the world, with thanks to his enthusiasm and probing questions. Dr. Groffman also 
taught me how to write an academic paper. Perhaps unfortunately for those reading these 
acknowledgements, however, he has not condensed nor toned down my exuberant language here, 
and I am choosing to write this section slightly differently from how I will write forthcoming 
articles for academic audiences. Dr. Groffman has provided funding and laboratory support for 
all of the Clean Soil Bank follow up projects, which will continue to emerge and ideally continue 




I met my committee member Dr. Michael Menser when Dr. Groffman first spoke at BC 
in 2015. Since meeting Dr. Menser, I have been fascinated by the ways he is able to merge 
Philosophy and Participatory Democracy within Urban Sustainability and Earth and 
Environmental Sciences. After hearing Dr. Menser speak in 2018 about Public-Public 
Partnerships and work connecting CUNY with city agencies and environmental organizations, I 
was eager to learn from his approaches and experiences. Each time we have met and discussed 
ideas within my dissertation and beyond, my thinking and approaches to engaged scholarship 
and systems change continue to evolve. I am grateful to be learning from Dr. Menser’s 
perspectives on Social-Ecological Systems, and his experience within a range of coalitions that 
draw from research and emerge to shape the present and future of this place, particularly in the 
political realms. I am grateful to Dr. Menser’s guidance throughout this process and look forward 
to continued collaboration.  
Over the past six years, I have had the privilege to study Pb in soil and to work in 
stunning urban gardens with incredible land stewards and researchers, all because of the seminal 
and foundational research of Dr. Howard Mielke. My external committee member, Dr. Howard 
Mielke, is called familiarly by us in the field, The Godfather of Lead in Soil. In 1983, Dr. Mielke 
published the first research to identify Pb in soil as a risk to public health, and our field has 
emerged ever since. I was fortunate to meet Dr. Mielke when our collaborator and co-author Jan 
Mun worked with him in New Orleans through an artist residency. I visited them in 2016 to 
support a soil Pb mitigation project they were working on, and Howard agreed to be on my 
committee during this time. Ever since, I have benefitted tremendously as I continue to learn 
from Howard’s perspectives on Pb in soil, the importance of soil cover vs. disruptive and 




human systems, and his particular approach to statistics informed by his brother Paul Mielke – 
namely: to trust your data, to not transform it, to not remove outliers, and to conduct non-
parametric tests (such as Multi-Response Permutation Procedures) in order to compare dataset 
differences. Dr. Mielke has given me the opportunity to co-author four published manuscripts, 
one recently accepted in the Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences. For all of Dr. 
Meilke’s work to protect human and greater environmental health, I am profoundly grateful. It is 
my greatest hope to continue to share the work he began with as many students, researchers, and 
practitioners as possible. Thank you, Dr. Mielke, for enabling us to address the legacy of lead in 
soil.  
Finally, if it were not already abundantly clear, this professional work is deeply personal. 
As such, all of the dear people in my life have helped me think through many details of these 
professional endeavors. I could not possibly have conducted this research without the love and 
support of my mother Sondra Perl, my stepfather Michael Paull, my brothers Josh and Sam 
Egendorf, and my father Artie Vipperla. My best friends Elaine Carberry, Lizzy Parker, Anna 
Minsky, Zavé Martohardjono, Doreen Kramer, Thomas Lax, Ankit Rastogi, Morgan Bassichis, 
Myles Lennon, May Takahashi, and Zani Simmons have kept me dancing, and loving life. My 
partner, LT Tierney, has been my bedrock, my basalt. Richard Perl, Merlin Sheldrake, Rupert 
Sheldrake and Jill Purce have shown me the potentials of science. This work is also in honor of 
those who have passed, my grandparents Ruth Fox, Milt Fox, Herman Perl, Beatrice Vogel, and 
Arthur Egendorf, as well as my cousin, Danny Migdol, and my aunts Naomi Zitin and Susan 
Fried. To all the family members who have passed, all who are living today, and all who are yet 
to come, thank you for inspiring me to keep creating and supporting systems to take us into an 
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Abstract: 
The knowledge of unsustainable human and Earth system interactions is now widespread. 
Systems science has enabled complex and rigorous understandings of human and Earth system 
dynamics, particularly relating to pollution of Earth’s land, water, air, and organisms. Given that 
many of these systems are not functioning sustainably or optimally, how might this field enable 
both rigorous understanding and experiments aimed at alternative outcomes? Here we put forth a 
novel, multi-scale systems science approach with three steps: 1) understanding the systemic 
issues we face, 2) identifying systemic interventions, and 3) applying experiments to study the 
efficacy of such interventions. We illustrate this framework through the ubiquitous and yet 
frequently under-recognized issue of soil lead (Pb). First, we describe the systemic interactions 




interventions for mitigating soil Pb exposure at each scale. Finally, we provide examples of 
applied and participatory experiments to mitigate exposure at different scales currently being 
conducted in New York City (NYC), New York (NY), USA. We put forth this framework to be 
flexibly applied to contamination issues in other regions, and to other pressing environmental 
issues of our time.  
 
Keywords: System science, Social-Ecological Systems (SES), Anthropocene, soil, lead 
contamination, soil remediation, Environmental Justice 
 
1.1 Introduction 
Understanding, predicting, and responding to rapidly changing processes on Earth’s 
surface is among “the most pressing challenges of our time” (Harden et al., 2014). We propose 
that there is a viable and valuable role for research to play in efforts aimed at environmental 
remediation and resilience, and that systems science approaches are key to such endeavors. Here, 
we put forth a novel, multi-scale systems science approach with three steps: 1) understanding the 
systemic issues we face, 2) identifying systemic interventions, and 3) applying experiments to 
study the efficacy of such systemic interventions. This systems approach is informed by the work 
of numerous scholars and researchers who have laid the foundation for understanding multi-
scalar, non-linear complexity in dynamic coupled systems (see Meadows, 2008; Ostrom, 2009; 
Von Bertalanffy, 1972). We will begin by situating this discussion in emerging discourses of 
human and non-human system interactions at micro-, meso- and macro-scales, but we will not 




work of others to illustrate three aspects of this novel approach using lead (Pb) in urban soil as an 
example.  
A systems approach is well-suited to address issues revolving around Pb, a notorious 
chemical element. Lead has been mined for at least 8000 years (Pompeani et al., 2013), and its 
deleterious health effects have been recorded for at least the past 2000 (Hernberg, 2000). Lead 
use peaked in the 1970’s with the use of tetraethyl lead additives in gasoline and leaded paint, 
and precipitously declined as a result of federal regulations (Needleman, 2000). In many ways, 
the reductions of Pb exposure have been one of the great environmental and public health 
successes of our time (Settle and Patterson, 1980). And yet, a variety of processes including 
mining, smelting, refining, incineration, peeling paint, and emissions of leaded gasoline have left 
a legacy of this element in soils (Alloway, 2013).  
This legacy of lead in soils is invisible. But over the past four decades, researchers began 
to identify and map soil Pb, first in Baltimore, MD (Mielke et al., 1983), then Minneapolis, MN 
(Mielke et al., 1984), New Orleans, LA (Mielke et al., 2013), and now hundreds of peer-
reviewed articles in regions throughout the world have been published documenting this nearly 
ubiquitous occurrence (i.e., Datko-Williams et al., 2014; Meuser, 2010). Yet the links between 
soil Pb and blood Pb (i.e., human health impacts) have not yet been sufficiently accepted by 
regulatory agencies. Many of the major Pb exposure sources have been reduced for the general 
population, with major Blood Lead Level (BLL) declines occurring between 1976 and 1991 after 
the removal of 99.8% of Pb from gasoline and removal from Pb in soldered cans (Pirkle et al., 
1994). Despite monumental BLL declines and efforts pursued for primary prevention, far too 
many children continue to be poisoned by Pb throughout the world. In New York City (NYC) in 




greater than 5 µg/dL (NYC Department of Health, 2020). Lanphear et al., (2018) found elevated 
BLL to account for 412,000 deaths annually.  
Here we employ a systems approach to understand the interactions between humans and 
soil Pb at multiple scales, to identify the interventions that have been aimed at limiting exposure, 
and to inform applied experiments. This approach has already enabled a number of systemic 
interventions to limit soil Pb exposure and we suggest that it can be flexibly adapted to address 
other pressing social and ecological issues of our time.  
 
1.1.1 Why systems? 
A systems perspective enables rigorous, dynamic, multidisciplinary and multiscalar 
approaches to be used to address challenging problems (Odum 1983). A system is defined as “a 
set of elements or parts that is coherently organized and interconnected in a pattern or structure 
that produces a characteristic set of behaviors, often classified as its ‘function’ or ‘purpose’” 
(Meadows, 2008). A system is “more than the sum of its parts,” and contains stocks, which are 
the “memory of the history of changing flows within the system.” Systems also contain feedback 
loops, which are chains of “causal connections from a stock, through a set of decisions or rules 
or physical laws or actions that are dependent on the level of the stock, and back again through a 
flow to change the stock” (Meadows, 2008).  
 While general systems theories can be applied to virtually any field of study (Von 
Bertalanffy, 1972), here we focus on multiple scales of human system interactions with non-
human systems. On the macroscale, this work is situated within Earth Systems Science, a field 
which has begun to articulate ways in which humans act as a geologic force (Crutzen, 2002; 




living creatures have frequently played important roles in shaping Earth systems (i.e., 
photosynthetic bacteria have been oxygenating the atmosphere for at least 3.5 billion years 
(Blankenship, 1992)), our species clearly exerts a tremendous impact on the material and 
energetic cycles around us. The concept of the Anthropocene as a geologic epoch characterized 
by human action supports an expansion of spatial and extra-biological perception. Seeing our 
species as a geologic force enables us to recognize that the ecological and environmental issues 
we face are not just impacting charismatic megafauna and local waterways (Brown et al., 2017; 
Syvitski and Kettner, 2011). The matter and energy we move is occurring on and can be 
quantified at global scales, and calls for us to consider our effects on nonliving Earth elements 
(Gaffney and Steffen, 2017). The Anthropocene idea also supports a dynamic tension between 
temporal scales. Earth systems have been forming for 4.6 billion years, and in a mere 10,000 
years or less, collective human impacts are having tangible effects. Finally, the Anthropocene 
idea may help humans to recognize that while all living creatures interact with their 
environments, human consciousness allows for highly informed and creative responses (Gibson-
Graham, 2011; Graham and Roelvink, 2010; Holm et al., 2013; Palsson et al., 2013; Steffen et 
al., 2018).  
This consciousness also fosters recognition that certain groups of people, namely those 
with more access to structural power, have been primarily responsible for creating the conditions 
of the Anthropocene and have accumulated material wealth through the extraction and 
movement of matter and energy throughout Earth systems (Clark & Yusoff, 2017; Yusoff, 2018). 
People with less access to structural power are less responsible as drivers of change in the 
Anthropocene and have borne disproportionate burdens of displacement and marginalization, 




species’ roles within Earth systems and the inequitable responsibilities and burdens placed on 
differently identified people are essential components of the systems framework outlined here. 
On a relatively smaller temporal and spatial scale, we look to Social-Ecological Systems 
(SES) to inform this framework, defined as “complex adaptive systems where social and 
biophysical agents are interacting at multiple temporal and spatial scales”  (Janssen and Ostrom, 
2006). Research in this field examines coupled human and natural systems and articulates 
complex patterns and processes that would not be captured by social or natural science 
separately. Liu et al. (2007) synthesize case studies from around the world with couplings that 
vary across temporal, spatial and organizational scales, and highlight the importance of attending 
to “nonlinear dynamics with thresholds, reciprocal feedback loops, time lags, resilience, 
heterogeneity, and surprises” within these areas of inquiry. Such frameworks have been applied 
towards understanding ways in which humans act as geologic agents on specific landscapes, and 
how temporal lags impact landscape restoration efforts (Kondolf and Podolak, 2014). The 
emerging science of human-landscape systems recognizes the inextricable interactions between 
hydro-geomorphological, ecological, and human processes and functions (Harden et al., 2014). 
Work in this field calls for a range of physical, biological and social research to contribute to 
such integrative science to both rigorously understand human and non-human system 
interactions while also attending to ways in which humans are shaped by such interactions (Chin 
et al., 2014).  
 Ostrom (2009)’s framework for understanding the sustainability of SES’s outline 
constituent subsystem entities as well as their interactive links. She describes four SES 
subsystems: 1) resource systems, 2) resource units, 3) governance systems, and 4) users, locating 




collapse. This framework has not yet been applied to interactions around soil Pb, and while this 
would be a productive area of inquiry, here we focus on soil less as a resource from which value 
can be extracted, and more as an actor embedded in a range of enmeshed dynamics (see Latour, 
2005). Because interactions with soil are ubiquitous, and yet often invisible, we simplify the 
constituent elements of the system to pertain to soil and humans – making no distinctions 
between humans as ‘users’ or as part of ‘governance systems’ in order to bring attention to these 
frequently obscured interactions and feedback dynamics.  
Ostrom’s framework may also be used to identify potential SES vulnerability and 
susceptibility to disturbance (Anderies et al., 2004). In the framework to be outlined here, 
particularly with the example investigating soil Pb exposure, we start from a premise that the 
SES system is not functioning optimally. Systemic disturbance is frequently viewed as 
problematic, but certain disturbances, as will be discussed here, can be seen as interventions 
aimed at shifting systemic outputs. In the case of soil Pb exposure, such a shift is desired by 
many. In other situations where a system is not functioning in alignment with sustainable outputs 
(i.e., excessive deforestation, depletion of aquifers, climate change, or any other form of 
pollution) the forthcoming framework centralizing disturbances as desired interventions may be 
of particular value.  
 Social and human coupling with non-human systems broadly can be extended to consider 
a more specific urban systems science (Groffman et al., 2017). These authors propose an 
approach to interdisciplinary and transdisciplinary research for advancing sustainability science 
in cities in a number of ways, including an emphasis on human values and concerns that shape 
the structure and function of urban ecosystems; co-production of knowledge with stakeholders 




understandings); and working with experts in a variety of disciplines to address fundamental 
questions about broad issues of sustainability (Childers et al., 2014; Cornell et al., 2013).  This 
urban system science would include the voices and perspectives of low income communities and 
communities of color as essential for driving the production of new knowledge (Torre et al., 
2012). We draw from the field of critical Participatory Action Research (PAR), which contends 
that all people, and particularly those who have been historically marginalized, have a right to 
both understand and produce new knowledge as research (Appadurai, 2006). We find that 
biogeochemical-social / SES research can be in alignment with CPAR methodologies that in the 
words of Fine (2018) enable a “critical analytic gaze to the social arrangements, institutions, 
distributions, ideologies, and social relations that reproduce and legitimate everyday injustice.”  
 We situate this work within an ontological orientation of various scales of human and 
non-human system interactions, an epistemological focus on urban systems and co-production of 
knowledge with experts outside of academia, and a methodological emphasis on applied 
experimentation. While most biological, chemical and physical sciences demonstrate a strong 
preference for basic science research (Cornell et al., 2013), we contend that the rigorous concepts 
and methodologies of basic science can be applied to experiments on systemic levels in order to 
understand not just what processes are already occurring, but to also generate data on what the 
outcomes may arise from a range of interventions. Just as systems-based understandings should 
lend themselves to adaptive management and governance (Walker et al., 2004), we argue that 
such adaptations should be empirically studied. Governance is an essential component of SES 
dynamics and change (Janssen and Ostrom, 2006), opportunities for research to support such 
sustainable outcomes are widespread (DeFries et al., 2012), but implemented programs and 




solutions do not produce desired outcomes, they may be seen as failures. Were they conducted as 
experiments, however, the failures could be identified as useful data, enabling revisions for 
subsequent experiments. Thus, this framework looks to applied systemic experimentation as a 
crucial component for consideration of system governance.  
In this vein, we agree with Grove et al. (2015) who assert that the perceived dichotomy 
between basic and applied sciences need not be at odds. These authors cite (Stokes, 1997) in 
articulating a synthesis between these fields as “use-inspired basic research,” which they 
describe as a “science designed to enhance fundamental knowledge while also addressing a 
practical concern.” We articulate an applied and participatory systems research framework that 
utilizes the following three steps: 
1. Conceptualize human and non-human system interactions at multiple scales. 
2. Identify interventions towards desired systemic outputs. 
3. Conduct applied and participatory experiments to study effects of interventions. 
In the discussion to follow, each of these steps will be applied to the issue of soil Pb 
contamination. First, a system of human and soil Pb interactions will be conceptualized at micro-
, meso- and macro- scales in time and space. Interventions for mitigating soil Pb exposure at 
each scale will then be discussed. Finally, we will provide examples of applied and participatory 
experiments to mitigate soil Pb exposure at different scales that are based on this systems 
framework and are currently being conducted in New York City (NYC), New York (NY), USA.  
 
1.2 Conceptualizing a system of soil lead 
Out of all the potentially toxic elements and compounds humans have concentrated in 




globe (Delbecque & Verdoodt, 2016; Marx et al., 2016). It is not only one of the most common 
toxic elements found, it is also listed as the number two priority toxic substance by the Agency 
of Toxic Substances and Disease Registry (ATSDR, 2020). There is a tremendous reservoir of 
soil Pb, due to the legacies of industrial activities, leaded paint dust, and leaded gasoline 
emissions (Mielke, 2016). While much attention has been given to mitigating Pb exposure from 
indoor paint and water, soil Pb is under-recognized as an important exposure pathway (Mielke, 
2015a). 
Exposure to the stock of Pb in soil, or any media, may produce seriously adverse health 
impacts. Pb is a neurotoxin with lifelong and potentially fatal effects (Bellinger, 2011), and the 
current environmental justice issues associated with exposure in various media such as buildings, 
paint, occupation, and water are well known (Clark et al., 2006; Dudka & Adriano, 1997; Pokras 
& Kneeland, 2008; Stretesky, 2003). The presence of Pb in soil as a major risk for exposure has 
been articulated by researchers, but has not been accepted by many regulatory agencies (Laidlaw 
et al., 2017; Mielke, 2015; Mielke et al., 1983). Similar to the geographic patterning of Pb in 
other media, soil Pb exposure is also an environmental justice issue, given that concentrations 
tend to be higher in low income communities and communities of color (Cheng et al., 2015; 
Filippelli & Laidlaw, 2010; Filippelli et al., 2015; Laidlaw et al., 2016; McClintock, 2012; 
Mielke et al., 2013).  
It is important to acknowledge that humans are not the only organisms whose health is 
adversely impacted by Pb. Indeed, microbes, plants, fish (Demayo et al., 1982; Rabitto et al., 
2005), birds (Friend, 2009; Mateo et al., 2014), crocodiles (Twining et al., 1999), rats 
(Nakayama et al., 2011), boars and deer (Rodríguez-Estival et al., 2013), sheep (Pareja-Carrera 




by high Pb concentrations at Earth’s surface. Researchers have traced the exposure pathways of 
Pb for these organisms through water, the atmosphere, and also in soil. The framework to be 
discussed here could be applied to any of these organisms on Earth. In the vein of 
anthropocentrism, we focus this discussion on the impacts of Pb on humans.  
  Whether they were motivated by concerns for humans or any number of other species, 
researchers, public health advocates, lawyers, elected officials, and community organizers have 
gone to great efforts to limit Pb exposure. Pb has been banned from paint, gasoline, solder, toys, 
makeup, jewelry, and a host of other products, effectively promoting primary prevention. And 
yet, the legacy of lead persists in soil. Limiting exposure is a difficult problem, one that requires 
analysis of systemic interactions on multiple temporal and spatial scales. On the microscale, we 
focus on soil processes and Pb exposure for individual humans, on the mesoscale we focus on 
seasonal cycles of soil resuspension and blood lead levels (BLLs), and on the macroscale we 
examine group differentiated patterns of exposure and the global extent of this reservoir. In each 
subsection, we will describe inputs, structures, functions, outputs and feedbacks of the system.  
 
1.2.1 Microscale interactions: lead behavior in soil and impacts on human health 
  To conceptualize microscale soil lead interactions, we describe inputs of Pb into soil, 
structured by local soil formation processes and functioning to cycle Pb, with outputs having 
impacts on human health (Figure 1.1). Lead is the 38th most abundant mineral in Earth’s crust, 
and exists in crustal rocks with an average concentration of approximately 20 parts per million 
(ppm), or milligram per kilogram (mg/kg) (Taylor, 1964). It’s high density, malleability,  and 
low melting point has enabled it to be used in virtually all aspects of manufacturing and industry, 




such as hybrid batteries (International Lead Association, 2019). Pb extraction has thus facilitated 
agriculture and urbanization through pipes for water, academic knowledge through the printing 
press, industrialization and transportation through fuel, paint and batteries, and colonization and 
genocide through bullets. The first Pb factory in the US was built in Virginia in 1621, 15 years 
after colonization there. Humans have extracted this element from the crustal geosphere and have 
disseminated and deposited its remineralized forms in soils and strata throughout the globe 
(Dean et al., 2014; Vane et al., 2011; Waters et al., 2016). Thus, human activities have created a 
systemic input or stock of Pb into the pedosphere.  
  When Pb emissions from point (i.e. factory sites or peeling paint) and non-point (i.e. car 
and airplane emissions) sources land in soil, the resulting behavior is complex and mediated by 
various processes including metal speciation, pH, soil organic matter, soil geochemistry, and 
climate (Kabata-Pendias, 2004; Mushak, 2011; Reeder et al., 2006; Sauvé et al., 1998; Schroth et 
al., 2008). Pb is largely immobile in soils except under highly acidic conditions, which makes it 
difficult to remove, unlike elements such as nickel, zinc, or cadmium (Cheng et al., 2011; Ent et 
al., 2013). While concentrations of Pb in crustal rocks and naturally occurring soils are generally 
low and associated with non-bioavailable mineral forms, anthropogenic Pb is often speciated 
with more bioavailable carbonate, iron, and manganese hydroxide soil fractions (Chlopecka et 
al., 1996; Kabata-Pendias, 2011). As a result, residual dusts from soils containing anthropogenic 
Pb may be more toxic than naturally occurring Pb dust. Lead is associated with the smallest 
particles in soil, namely the clay and colloidal grain size fractions (Fitzstevens et al., 2017). As 





When people come in contact with contaminated soils and dusts, the main exposure 
pathways are incidental ingestion, inhalation, or dermal contact (Spliethoff et al., 2016). While 
ingestion has been considered the dominant exposure pathway, associations between air and 
blood lead levels (BLLs) suggest that inhalation is also an important pathway, particularly for 
exposure to microscopic dust particles (Laidlaw et al., 2017). While exposure to contaminated 
soils and dusts can occur in a range of outdoor settings, these microscopic particles are 
frequently tracked into homes (Hunt and Johnson, 2012). The U.S. Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) set the Soil Screening Level (SSL) for children playing in bare soil to 400 mg 
Pb/kg or ug/g based on exposure and uptake models (US EPA, 2006). Thresholds for indoor 
surfaces, however, are set as 430 ug/m2 or 40 ug/ft2. Converting the outdoor soil standard of 400 
ug/g to these units yields a Pb loading of 16,200 ug/m2 or 1500 ug/ft2, which are many times 
higher than the indoor threshold (Mielke et al., 2007; EPA, 2015). This means that even soils 
with concentrations below the EPA SSL contain an extremely high surface reservoir of Pb. 
These fine soil fractions can become resuspended as dust and present a significant exposure risk, 
particularly when soils are dry (Clark et al., 2008; Zahran et al., 2013).  
After exposure, the degree to which Pb will be absorbed by human systems depends on 
age (US EPA National Center for Environmental Assessment, 2009). Small children not only 
ingest more soil relative to body mass, but also absorb more Pb through their intestinal tracts 
(Roberts et al., 2001). The biological processing of inorganic Pb after entry into the human body 
has been well studied. Inorganic Pb is directly absorbed, distributed, and excreted, but is not 
metabolized. Upon entry to the blood stream, Pb is distributed between blood, soft tissues (such 
as kidneys, bone marrow, liver, and the brain), and mineralizing tissues (such as bones and 




adults and children, respectively (ATSDR, 2019). The half-life of Pb in blood is approximately 
25 days, 40 days in soft tissue, and more than 25 years in the non-labile parts of bone. This inert 
pool of Pb is a particular concern as it may become released into mobile stores over time 
(Xintaras, 1992).  
  Once Pb enters the body, it can affect nearly all bodily systems and is particularly noted 
as a neurotoxin (Needleman et al., 1979; Lanphear et al., 2005). The deleterious health impacts 
of Pb are numerous and often irreversible, particularly for children, and include behavioral or 
learning problems, decreased IQ, hyperactivity, delayed growth, hearing problems, anemia, 
kidney disease, cancer, and in rare cases can lead to seizures, coma, or death (Bellinger, 2011; 
Bellinger and Bellinger, 2006; Lanphear, 2007). The Center for Disease Control and Prevention 
(CDD) has stated that there is no blood lead level (BLL) without harmful effects for children 
(Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2019). The CDC recently lowered the reference 
value for elevated BLL from 10 ug/dL to 5ug/dL. This reference is value is based on the 97.5th 
percentile for the US population and is likely to continue declining in the future as BLL declines.  
The toxicity of the dose is also dependent on the intensity, frequency, and duration of 
exposure and numerous studies show that increases in BLL as a function of soil Pb are not linear. 
At higher concentrations of soil Pb, BLL increases fall off. The non-linearity of this dose-
response curve is not unique to soil Pb exposures, and is also seen with exposure to Pb in air or 
drinking water (Laidlaw et al., 2017; Xintaras, 1992). Nonetheless, even low levels of exposure 
can produce an important impact on an individual’s lifelong health. The fact that Pb in soil is 
pervasive but is not considered a primary exposure pathway by many City and State Departments 




widely undertaken. Leaving soil Pb in place at Earth’s surface enables the material to continue to 
present risks to urban residents, particularly children.  
 
Figure 1.1: Microscale Interactions: Pb behavior in soil and impacts on human health 
 
1.2.2 Mesoscale interactions: seasonal cycles of soil lead resuspension and blood lead 
level fluxes 
After tracing interactions at the microscale of soil particles interacting with human 
bodies, we can broaden the scale of analysis to slightly larger fluxes in time and space. On a 
mesoscale, we can trace human interactions with soil lead on seasonal time scales, and at the 
spatial scale of a city. A growing body of research examines seasonal cycles of citywide leaded 




particles, resuspended soils and dusts carry Pb with them, contributing to wide ranging issues of 
recontamination (Clark et al., 2008; Del Rio-Salas et al., 2012; Laidlaw & Filippelli, 2008; 
Laidlaw et al., 2012; Zahran, Laidlaw et al., 2013). On the mesoscale of a garden, neighborhood, 
or city, soils may continually be contaminated by the deposition of suspended dust. Evidence for 
resuspension has been documented in numerous studies, which show both elevated atmospheric 
soil and elevated atmospheric Pb in seasonal patterns (Laidlaw et al., 2012; Laidlaw and 
Filippelli, 2008b; Zahran et al., 2013).  
Children in urban areas tend to exhibit significant increases in BLL in summer months 
(Mielke and Reagan, 1998; Rothenberg et al., 1996; Yiin et al., 2000). In Syracuse, New York, 
children’s BLL increases were observed to be linked with interactions between soil and climate 
(Johnson and Bretsch, 2002). Research examining the interactions between climate and soil 
factors affecting Pb dust flux and BLLs was also shown to be significant in Indianapolis, 
Indiana, and New Orleans, Louisiana (Laidlaw et al., 2005). Seasonal fluctuations in lead 
resuspension have also been shown to coincide with seasonal fluctuations in children’s BLLs in 
Detroit, Michigan, (Zahran et al., 2013). Data from 3 years of seasonal Pb levels suspended in 
aerosols show the same pattern as BLL changes over 8 years in Wisconsin (Havlena et al., 2009). 
As aligned with the dry summer peaks in atmospheric Pb, BLL responses also show elevations in 
summer and declines in winter in a number of studies (Laidlaw et al., 2005; Laidlaw et al., 
2014).  
This temporal and spatial scale of analysis shows cyclical variation in exposure to and 
interactions with soil Pb. Children may be exposed to seasonally elevated Pb loading through 
ingestion or inhalation of suspended soils. This may occur by increased time spent outdoors in 




and Johnson, 2012). Particles may penetrate homes from point or diffuse sources, and research 
conducted in NYC suggests that young people are exposed to particle-associated elements 
through ambient or outdoor sources, even inside homes (Kinney et al., 2002).  
Research conducted in NYC shows that a slightly open window can accumulate Pb dust 
exceeding the HUD/EPA indoor Pb in dust standard of 40 ug/ft2 (430.5 μg/m2) in just 6 weeks. 
(Caravanos et al., 2006b). The same group of researchers found indoor dust loadings throughout 
the five boroughs of NYC exceeding these standards in 86% of samples taken (Caravanos et al., 
2006a). HUD has shown that soil Pb hazards outside of homes are associated with higher levels 
of Pb in interior dust. A 2011 report indicates that 20.6% of homes with soil Pb hazards have 
interior dust hazards, while only 4% of homes without soil hazards also have dust hazards. 
Results for windowsills are similar – 36.8% of homes with soil Pb hazards have windowsill dust 
hazards compared to only 8.9% of homes without soil lead hazards (HUD, 2011). As airborne Pb 
levels have declined due to the phase-out of leaded gasoline, soil resuspension and track-in have 
been shown to be the primary sources of Pb in house dust in California (Layton and Beamer, 
2009a). According to (Pingitore et al., 2009) soil Pb is the principal source for airborne Pb in 
urban settings and may set the effective lower limit for future decreases in atmospheric Pb 
concentrations.  
Tracing the seasonal shifts in the exposures to Pb in soil or dust enables us to not only 
describe systemic interactions at different scales, but also enables us to identify an important 
feedback mechanism. Historical inputs have created elevated stocks of Pb in soil. When soils are 
bare or dry in summer months, immediate exposure and resuspension into the atmosphere are 




soils in adjacent regions, increasing the risk for exposure there. Resuspension of contaminated 
soils is thus another positive feedback increasing the systemic input of Pb in soil (Figure 1.2).  
 
 
Figure 1.2: Mesooscale Interactions: Seasonal cycles of soil Pb resuspension and Blood Lead 
Level (BLL) fluxes 
 
1.2.3 Macroscale interactions: the global extent of soil lead and group differentiated 
patterns of exposure 
Conceptualizing a system of soil Pb interactions on a microscale enables us to see the 
basic structure and function of Pb form and behavior in soils and human bodies, the flow of 




lack of acknowledgement of risks. Analysis on the mesoscale enables us to see temporal and 
spatial patterns of exposure, as well as the important positive feedback mechanism of 
resuspension that may maintain or potentially redistribute risks for exposure. On the macroscale, 
we can conceptualize larger spatial and temporal patterns of soil Pb deposition that affect the 
entire globe, as well as the uneven distributions of exposure experienced by differently identified 
groups of people. 
Significant soil Pb contamination has now been characterized in cities throughout the 
United States and countries throughout the world (Ae et al., 1980; Alloway, 2013; Kovarik, 
2005; Meuser, 2010; Wuana and Okieimen, 2011; Yesilonis et al., 2008). In a review of 84 
studies of soil Pb in 62 U.S. cities from 1970 to 2012, Datko-Williams et al., (2014) found the 
well-reported trend that Pb concentrations were higher in urban centers, and declined towards 
suburban and outlying areas. This “bulls-eye” pattern has been documented in numerous cities 
(Filippelli et al., 2005; Laidlaw et al., 2008). While soil Pb has been found to decline over time 
within certain cities, Datko-Williams et al., (2014) found no statistical correlation between soil 
Pb and year of sampling, further reinforcing the data suggesting that Pb persists in soil over time.  
Recent research conducted in New Orleans, however, has shown that soil Pb can decrease over 
time. While this is encouraging for the potential to limit exposure, far too many regions of New 
Orleans and other cities contain elevated soil Pb currently presenting risks (Mielke et al., 2019). 
The quantity of Pb residing in the reservoir of soil can be estimated from the 5 to 6 
million metric tons of Pb used to manufacture both of the dominant sources -- paint and gasoline 
(Mielke and Reagan, 1998). While lead-based paint was phased out in 1978 as a result of the 
Lead Paint Poisoning Prevention Act (Farquhar, 1994) deterioration of this paint, particularly by 




to 1986, tetramethyl and tetraethyl Pb were added to gasoline. When leaded gasoline was banned 
in the US in 1986, 5 to 6 million metric tons of Pb had been used as an additive, and 
approximately 75% of this Pb was emitted into the atmosphere (Mielke and Reagan, 1998). 
Thus, an estimated 4 to 5 million tons of Pb has been released into the U.S. environment as a 
result of gasoline emissions (Mielke, 1994). Soil Pb has also been shown to be proportional to 
highway traffic flow (Mielke et al., 1997). 
The transport of Pb to cities and subsequent patterns of distribution are determined by 
choices of individuals and groups over time. What temporal and spatial patterns do we see when 
we consider who lives adjacent to major roads, and who lives in or near buildings with peeling 
paint? Notions of resources, class, race, ethnicity and gender are invoked as we consider the 
serious environmental injustices that result from the concentration and dissemination of Pb in 
urban soils. While exposure to Pb is harmful to all individuals, the disproportionate rates of 
exposure to soil Pb for people of color and people from low income backgrounds have been 
documented in numerous studies (Aelion et al., 2013; Filippelli and Laidlaw, 2010; Leech et al., 
2016).  
McClintock (2015) explores the effects of human-soil interactions for their inextricably 
linked consequences. Drawing from a Critical Physical Geography (CPG) perspective, he 
examines ways in which patterns in soil Pb are related to historical and ongoing processes of 
capitalist modes of production, and in so doing, critiques the racist ideologies and structures of 
power that created these patterns. This analysis includes four geospatial maps of Oakland, 
California, depicting percentages of the white population, percentages of the population living in 
poverty, soil Pb in mg/kg, and BLL in ug/dL which show a clear spatial correspondence between 




Over thousands of years, humans have created industry and power structures that have 
driven mining and extraction of this element that has created the world of today, rife with 
phenomenal benefits and continually inequitable distributions of burdens. Given the ubiquity of 
Pb in soil, if we continue to expand our macroscale analysis, we may begin to consider Pb in soil 
as a globally continuous layer, perhaps even a geologic marker of the Anthropocene.  
Pb in sediment has been suggested as a potential marker of the Anthropocene (Marx et 
al., 2016), but it is not currently being considered as one of the primary contenders for the 
‘golden spike’ or the Global Boundary Stratotype Section and Point (GSSP) which is 
stratigraphically required to mark the onset of a new geologic unit of time (Waters et al., 2018). 
A ‘golden spike’ layer should be seen in strata throughout the globe and should be synchronous, 
in that it was deposited at the same time in the same type of sedimentary layer in various 
locations. Some authors have suggested that anthropogenic soils should be viewed as the 
stratigraphic signifier of the Anthropocene (Certini and Scalenghe, 2011), but others indicate 
numerous issues with using soils stratigraphically, namely their low preservation potential and 
lack of continuous deposition leading to gaps in chronological records (Lewis & Maslin, 2015). 
While soils may not be appropriate formations for stratigraphic purposes, marking the 
Anthropocene stratigraphically may in and of itself serve limited utility (Gale and Hoare, 2012). 
Gale and Hoare (2012) argue that environmental indicators such as tree rings and archeological 
remains may be more important for identification of the Anthropocene than sedimentary rock 
layers.  
Building on this logic, we suggest that soil Pb be considered not the lithologic layer 
marking the onset of a new epoch, but rather the ubiquitous and admittedly diachronous (a 




times) reservoir signifying the pervasive geologic interactions of our species. While soil may not 
be a GSSP according to its formal definition, a golden spike is a globally pervasive layer. 
Although the layers of soil Pb throughout the world are neither contiguous nor emplaced at a 
singular moment in time, there are exceptionally high concentrations of Pb in soils adjacent to 
human development all over the surface or near-surface layers of this planet (Marx et al., 2016). 
Soil Pb may not signify the start of a new epoch, but it is nonetheless evidence of the ongoing 
ways in which human extraction moves vast quantities of this element from primordial rocks and 
continues to concentrate and deposit it at Earth’s surface.  
Conceptualizing the social-ecological-chemical system of soil Pb interactions shows 
microscale mechanisms of exposure, mesoscale cyclical seasonal fluxes in exposure, historically 
contingent patterns of inequitable distributions in exposed populations by race and class on more 
macroscales of time and space, and on the largest scale, we see Pb deposits in soil throughout the 
globe. As tracing the micro- and mesoscale cycles enables articulation of positive feedbacks, so 
does this macroscale interaction. People with more structural power have been less affected by 
soil Pb, and therefore have less impetus to make changes that could shift burdens of exposure. 
People from low income backgrounds and people of color have been more impacted by this issue 
and have historically had less access to structural power. Less access to structural power limits 
such communities’ abilities to change patterns of exposure, either through changing individual 
circumstances (i.e., moving to less-contaminated areas) or through leveraging structural 
resources (i.e., shifts in policy or remedial actions). As such, the unequal access to resources 
enables the cycle of uneven exposure to continue as a positive feedback increasing initial inputs 






Figure 1.3: Macroscale Interactions: The global extent of soil Pb and group differentiated 
patterns of exposure 
 
1.3 Identifying interventions for mitigating soil lead exposure 
Now that we have outlined the component elements, structure, functions, and feedbacks 
of the soil Pb system at a variety of scales, we have a clear picture of the interconnected and 
dynamic shapes of this system over time and space. The goal of articulating this system is to be 
able to understand, and ultimately, experiment with the opportunities and limits for interacting 
with and changing it to support desired systemic outcomes. Before we embark on discussion of 
such experiments, we must explore what has been attempted before. What interventions for 
mitigating soil Pb exposure have been attempted at various scales? What works, what doesn’t, 




Primary prevention of environmental Pb exposure has occurred through efforts such as 
limiting Pb in solder, paint, and gasoline. While these have been tremendous successes, the 
presence of Pb in soil persists, and standard medical interventions for mitigating Pb exposure 
continue to focus on education and household dust cleanup. Currently, soil is not considered to 
be an important exposure pathway by certain departments of public health (NYCC, 2018). The 
Cochrane Collaboration conducts evaluations of various medical interventions, however, and 
numerous Cochrane reports have evaluated such education and household interventions for 
preventing Pb exposure. The most recent report clearly states the following: 
“Based on current knowledge, household educational interventions are ineffective in 
reducing blood lead levels in children as a population health measure. Dust control 
interventions may lead to little or no difference in blood lead levels…There is currently 
insufficient evidence to draw conclusions about the effectiveness of soil abatement or 
combination interventions… Further trials are required to establish the most effective 
intervention for preventing lead exposure. Key elements of these trials should include 
strategies to reduce multiple sources of lead exposure simultaneously using empirical 
dust clearance levels.” (Nussbaumer‐Streit et al., 2016) 
The fact that the standard interventions (focused on household dust and education) are 
deemed ineffective for reducing Pb exposure is another positive feedback mechanism that 
perpetuates further lead exposure, an issue with enormous medical and societal consequences 
(Bellinger, 2011). What is additionally problematic is that these standard interventions are only 
being made after children show elevated BLLs, thus using children for identifying the presence 
of environmental contaminants. Such an approach violates national and international standards 
for treatment of human subjects. As Mielke, 2015b writes,  
“According to World Medical Association (2013) criteria, if a method is shown to be 
ineffective, then the medical community must revise the intervention to prevent harm. 
The U.S. treatment protocols are thus doubly culpable because not only do they employ 
children’s blood lead as an indicator of lead contamination, but they also use an 




While the Cochrane Collaboration states that there is “insufficient evidence to draw 
conclusions about the effectiveness of soil abatement or combination interventions,” here we 
discuss what is available in the literature with regards to various scales of soil Pb exposure 
interventions.  
 
1.3.1 Microscale interventions: changing soil lead bioavailability  
 On the microscale, we focus attention on interventions that are made within soils, 
specifically focused on changing the bioavailability or speciation of Pb. As mentioned 
previously, the degree to which a contaminant will negatively impact human health is not only 
determined by a person’s age, health, and duration and frequency of exposure, but also by the 
bioavailability of the contaminant. Quantifying the degree to which Pb will pass through the 
human intestinal lining is problematic to assess in living organisms (in vivo), so in vitro lab 
assays testing for bioaccessibility have been developed to approximate bioavailability. There are 
numerous different methods to determine these values, and EPA methods have been in question 
by researchers for some time (H. Henry et al., 2015).  
One of the primary methods to potentially change the form of Pb in soil and subsequently 
change its bioavailability is to add amendments (Hettiarachchi and Pierzynski, 2004). Organic 
amendments, such as compost, manure, biosolids, and municipal solid wastes are frequently 
added to soils as sources of nutrients and to enhance physical properties and fertility. 
Amendments that are low in metal(loid)s may reduce the bioavailability of soil Pb by adsorption, 
complexation, or reduction (Bolan et al., 2014). Pb-phosphate minerals in the form of 
pyromorphite have been shown to be highly insoluble and less bioavailable than other mineral 




minerals have been investigated. A number of studies suggest that biosolids are effective in 
rendering soil Pb less bioaccessible, particularly as a result of Pb absorption on Fe oxides 
(Brown et al., 2003; Brown et al., 2012).  Composted biosolids and composed food and yard-
waste may also be effective for such purposes (Attanayake et al., 2015, 2014; Defoe et al., 2014). 
Biochar has also been shown to reduce Pb bioavailability (Méndez et al., 2012; Park et al., 
2011).  
Determining the degree to which amendments change Pb bioaccessibility depends on the 
methods used (Obrycki et al., 2016). Many such changes are dependent on soil pH, which can 
also change over time (Scheckel et al., 2013). As organic matter decomposes, the changes to the 
form of Pb in soil may also be reversed. Adding amendments in the form of phosphorus or 
compost is generally a good way to promote soil biological and physical health, and dilute 
contaminant concentrations, but other issues resulting from runoff or increased nutrient loading 
to aquatic systems can contribute to environmental issues such as eutrophication (Conley et al., 
2009; Paltseva et al., 2018b). Phosphorus additions may also increase arsenic (As) availability. 
Using amendments requires careful attention to detailed procedures that may not be easy for 
gardeners to carry out (Paltseva et al., 2018a,b). Thus, while adding amendments may potentially 








Figure 1.4: Microscale Interventions: changing soil Pb bioavailability 
 
1.3.2 Mesoscale interventions: phytoextraction to remove lead and phytostabilization to 
sequester lead 
Examining interventions on a mesoscale can take us beyond the elemental and molecular 
changes of Pb in soil and consider interventions that include the broader soil system, larger plots 
of land, and a particular focus on plants growing in situ. The use of plants to remediate soil has 
been investigated in numerous lab settings, on agricultural fields, and on former mining sites, 
and is part of an emerging field of Phytotechnology. Phytotechnologies in general, and 
phytoremediation in particular, refers to a range of plant mechanisms for breaking down, 
sequestering, uptaking, or volatilizing contaminants in soil, sediment, and water. Numerous plant 




Pendias, 2004), and a number have also been shown to effectively uptake metals like arsenic, 
cadmium, and zinc (Ali et al., 2013).  
The use of plants to remediate, Pb, however, is a contested issue (Blaustein, 2017). 
Because Pb is highly immobile in soils (Sposito, 2008), and because plants have many 
mechanisms to limit Pb uptake through roots (Kumar and Prasad, 2018), most plants exhibit 
limited Pb uptake, if any at all. However, particularly through the use of chelating agents that 
make Pb more mobile in soils, some studies suggest that plants such as sunflowers (Helianthus 
anuus) and mustards (Brassica juncea), have the potential to phytoextract (and essentially 
remove) Pb from soil (Paliwal, Gupta, & James, 2015; Tangahu et al., 2011). The use of 
chelating agents in these cases, however, has been shown to present greater risks of mobilizing 
Pb to groundwater, and is therefore not viable from a remedial perspective (Chaney et al., 2002). 
Numerous researchers agree that plants capable of phytoextraction must be able to uptake high 
quantities of the element of concern without the use of chelating agents (van der Ent et al., 2013).  
Without the use of chelating agents or artificial conditions, some species may be able to 
uptake some Pb through their roots. However, the time it would take to uptake enough Pb to 
sufficiently remediate any soils with high concentrations would be significant (Butcher, 2009). 
Estimates suggest that timeframes for remediation of soils with high Pb contamination may take 
200 years (Arshad et al., 2008). Additionally, when above ground shoots and leaves of various 
plants have shown elevated Pb concentrations, the degree to which plant-Pb concentrations are a 
result of surface contamination versus uptake through roots, is unclear, which calls into question 
such plants’ phytoextraction potential (van der Ent et al., 2013). No hyperaccumulator, that is, a 
plant that can concentrate 1000 mgPb/kg in dry weight tissue, has been found. As such, 




On the other hand, phytostabilization, where plants are used to maintain contaminants in 
place, is an effective way to cover contaminated soil, as long as the plant communities are 
maintained  (Butcher, 2009). When considering the mesoscale interactions of resuspended dusts 
around a city, planting a wide range of perennial species (particularly inedible ones to limit risks 
of Pb entering the food chain), can be a highly effective intervention to limit dust. Numerous 
researchers have investigated the potential of Pb phytostabilization, and many prefer this 
approach over phytoextraction for ensuring human and greater environmental protection in a 
variety of settings (Dickinson, 2000; Meeinkuirt et al., 2012; Radziemska, 2018; Robinson et al., 
2006) (Figure 1.5). 






1.3.3 Macroscale interventions: emplacing clean soil 
 For primary prevention of Pb poisoning, all potential sources of environmental Pb 
exposure must be isolated or remediated before children enter the environment (Laidlaw et al., 
2012). The US Federal Government has created legislation protecting clean air (USEPA, 2010) 
and clean water (USEPA Federal Water Pollution Control Amendments of 1972), but there is no 
universal clean soil act. Without such measures in place, which interventions address soil Pb on 
the large scale?  
Given that remediation or extraction of Pb from soil is unfeasible on human time scales, 
the most effective way to reduce soil Pb exposure is to remove the contaminated soil. Excavation 
and replacement can happen on a very short time scale, but requires tremendous cost, labor, and 
logistical coordination. Removing contaminated soil also places the burden elsewhere, most 
commonly into landfills. Excavation and soil disturbance can also present risks for dust and 
contaminant redeposition. However, numerous studies have investigated the efficacy of covering 
contaminated soil in situ, with promising results. Such research demonstrates a significant 
reduction in soil contamination when new soil is brought in to replace the previously 
contaminated material (Laidlaw et al., 2017a). The costs of simply covering contaminated soil 
with a permeable geotextile like landscape fabric, are far lower than excavating, and frequently 
lower than amending soil. As long as the cover is maintained, this method is effective for 
mitigating exposure (Mielke, 2016). Covering or replacing contaminated soil has also been 
shown to reduce levels of exterior Pb dust, as well as reduce Pb dust loading inside home 
entryways, floors, and windowsills (Clark et al., 2004). Yard covering interventions with a range 




2004; Dixon et al., 2006). This intervention is therefore a negative feedback in the human-soil Pb 
system, essentially reducing the initial input of legacy lead in soils (Figure 1.6).  
 Not only does emplacing new soil reduce surface Pb contamination, but it can also have 
an effect on reducing childrens’ BLLs. Numerous studies have documented significant 
reductions in BLLs when clean soil replaces contaminated material (Laidlaw et al., 2017a). In 
one example, Lanphear et al., (2003) demonstrated that soil abatement was associated with a 
statistically significant decline in children’s BLLs as well as a reduction in concentrations of 
indoor Pb dust, particularly when compared with homes where external soils were not replaced. 
Both empirical dose response studies and EPA IEUBK models demonstrate that children’s BLLs 
can be maintained below 5 ug/dL if soil Pb concentrations are maintained at 40 mgPb/kg (Mielke 
et al., 2016; Zahran et al., 2011). The question then becomes: where can new soil be obtained? A 
few centimeters of topsoil can take hundreds of years to form naturally and removing soil from 
exurban settings depletes the ecosystem from which it is taken. Constructing soil from inorganic 
and organic materials is a promising way to address the urgent need for clean urban soil (Sere et 
al., 2008; Sloan, Ampim, Basta, & Scott, 2012; Rokia et al., 2014; Deeb et al., 2015; Deeb et al., 





Figure 1.6: Macroscale Interventions: Emplacing clean soil 
 
1.4 Conducting applied and participatory experiments for mitigating soil Pb exposure in 
NYC 
Capping and covering sites with clean soil may well be the most feasible and cost-
effective approach to mitigating Pb soil exposure risks. Since the limiting factor for this 
approach is availability of clean soil, pilot studies in NYC are examining the potential for 
constructed soils to meet this need. The NYC Clean Soil Bank and  PURE Soil NYC programs 
were initiated by the NYC Mayor’s Office of Environmental Remediation (OER), using 
thoroughly tested glacial sediments excavated from development sites for various forms of 




University of New York (CUNY) Brooklyn College to study the extent to which these sediments 
could serve as viable growing media (Egendorf et al., 2018a). This pilot study investigated 
sediments mixed with various ratios of compost, and demonstrated that the constructed 
Technosols were safe and effective for growing produce and limiting Pb exposure. The most 
important obstacle of this study was obtaining compost with low Pb concentrations. Ensuring 
compost is thoroughly tested and is produced in ways that prevent Pb incorporation could 
potentially be a limiting factor in future work and is topic of concern in the broader field of 
constructed Technosols, which investigates the use and development of newly created soils. This 
field is emerging within global soil science and is becoming more urgent in the mist of 
worldwide soil depletion, degradation, and contaminant concerns (Jordán et al., 2017; Macía et 
al., 2014; Morel et al., 2015; Séré et al., 2008) 
 Follow-up studies for this applied research are being conducted and are currently 
emphasizing participatory methods at various scales. Each intervention is being created in 
collaboration with multiple stakeholders and is focused on collecting data that is meaningful to 
affected communities. Results will be strategically disseminated, and together, academics and 
researchers with expertise outside of academia will be evaluating the degree to which 
interventions achieve goals at each scale. Such evaluations will then enable revision to the 
experiments as necessary, in order to more effectively engage in ongoing systems research and 
change. The overarching question and hypotheses driving these efforts are as follows: 
- How can the Clean Soil Bank effectively limit exposure to legacy lead in soil? 
o Microscale: conduct participatory research on new soil mixtures with affected 





o Mesoscale: evaluate soil and infrastructure development over time to enable 
strategic creation of clean soil distribution systems (Legacy Lead, East New York 
Healthy Soils Initiative) 
o Macroscale: quantify contaminant cover and support policy, infrastructure, and 
funding for soil distribution in NYC and beyond (Anthroposols) 
Each of these collaborative research endeavors will be briefly discussed in the sections below. 
Formalized research objectives, methods, results, and discussions will be made available in 
forthcoming articles.  
 
1.4.1 Microscale applied and participatory experiments: Carbon Sponge and JUST 
SOIL 
Before the Clean Soil Bank / PURE Soil NYC sediment and compost mixtures can be 
used on a large scale, more information is needed in order to understand how these new soils 
form and function with a range of parent materials, in a variety of settings, and for different plant 
types and community uses. The first pilot study begun in 2015 (Egendorf et al., 2018) evaluated 
one type of compost and one type of sediment used in three community gardens in Brooklyn, 
NY. Two participatory follow-up studies are currently underway. One study uses a sandy glacial 
sediment type mixed with 33% compost produced by the NYC Department of Sanitation 
(DSNY) and 8 different plant covers: bare soil, sunflowers, edible crops, cover crops, sunflowers 
and edible crops, sunflowers and cover crops, edible crops and cover crops, and sunflowers, 
edible crops, and cover crops. 3 replicates of each bed type were made to create 24 beds in total. 
The purpose of this study is to evaluate the impact of plant type and plant interactions on 




cycling and carbon sequestration potential (www.carbonsponge.org). This study is being 
conducted with artists, horticulturalists, educators, and scientists and exists as an interactive 
exhibit at the NY Hall of Science in Queens, NY (https://nysci.org/home/programs/designers-in-
residence/).  
 The second follow-up study uses a different sandy glacial sediment type mixed with 6 
ratios of compost produced by the NYC Compost Project Hosted by Big Reuse: 0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 
and 50%. 3 replicates of each compost ratio bed were created to produce a total of 18 beds. Each 
mixture was planted with the same number and variety of edible crops: collards, peppers, 
tomatoes, basil, and onions. The purpose of this study is to evaluate the same soil biological, 
chemical, and physical parameters of these constructed Technosols as are being evaluated in the 
Carbon Sponge plots, but this study focuses on the impacts of compost quantity instead of plant 
community on soil formation and function. Perhaps the most important aspect of this project is 
that it is being co-created with young people and gardeners from a NYC Housing Authority 
(NYCHA) community. This JUST SOIL team emphasizes engaging affected communities on the 
Environmental Justice (EJ) aspects of this work (https://twitter.com/justsoilnyc). Youth and 
gardeners are collaborating in each stage of the research: the group of individuals with expertise 
outside of academia helped frame research questions, are co-conducting both field and laboratory 
analyses, and will evaluate results and present data as they become available. This project seeks 
to be in alignment with Critical Participatory Action Research (CPAR) (see (Fine, 2018; 
McKenzie, 2009; Stoecker, 1999; Torre et al., 2012) and the specific ways such methods are 






1.4.2 Mesoscale applied and participatory experiments: Legacy Lead and Clean Soil 
Distribution 
Since January, 2016, 20+ organizations have been convening in NYC as the Legacy Lead 
Coalition (www.legacylead.net), to collaboratively address Pb contamination and create a clean 
soil distribution network. Legacy Lead is a coalition of concerned residents, city employees, 
scientists, advocates, and greening organizations collaborating to assist fellow New Yorkers in 
reducing potential harm from Pb in soil. Participants have gathered regularly to share 
informational and material resources for systematically mitigating soil Pb exposure. One of the 
primary strengths of this group is in being a coalition, and not a formal organization or entity. 
The flexible structure not only allows the group to easily evolve, but also enables members of 
various institutions and agencies to come to meetings without potentially conflicting with 
employer time or interests. The group exists as a network where individuals can share 
information and resources from their organizations and bring such information and resources 
back.   
Research questions being addressed by this network include: how can a coalition build 
and support soil Pb education? How can such a diverse and diffuse entity further soil research? 
And perhaps most importantly, how can a coalition experiment with the creation of a clean soil 
distribution network? In response to each of these overarching questions, the coalition has 
created accessible educational materials (an illustrated story of the bio-geo-socio-chemical Pb 
cycle), revamped best management practices (BMP) signage and handouts, and is connecting 
with numerous garden education networks. Members of the coalition are also the individuals and 
groups who made it possible to connect with the follow-up pilot studies mentioned in the 




it would not have been possible to connect the sites with the material and informational resources 
required for these studies.  
One goal of Legacy Lead is to support vulnerable populations in not only receiving clean 
soil, but also in creating and disseminating such valuable material (soil) and associated 
informational (background info, BMPs) resources. People in public housing are ideal candidates 
for such collaboration, but it was important that collaboration occur as a request from such a 
community, and not as an initiative from scientists, in order to uphold the tenets of PAR, and 
attend to power structures within the research process. Relationships built within the Legacy 
Lead network enabled this request and connection to be made and sustained over time.  
The need for clean soil to mitigate Pb exposure and promote urban green space is clear. 
The microscale experiments of constructing and understanding new soil for this purpose can 
enable the mesoscale experiments on creating a distribution network, just as the mesoscale 
network of Legacy Lead fostered the connections that enabled the microscale field experiments. 
In the vein of use-inspired basic research, these opportunities can be conceptualized as applied 
systemic experiments. Understanding the current systems of material resources such as 
excavated sediments and municipal compost is enabling opportunities for experimentation with 
the materials and between city agencies and organizations. Members from the 20+ organizations 
within Legacy Lead are essentially components of the human system that are experimenting 
towards creating a system for soil construction and distribution. Observing and analyzing results 
of moving materials around the city will continue to enable the system to be revised and adjusted 
before it is emplaced in a more fixed manner.  
The first distribution pilot in NYC began in the spring of 2019. East New York Farms! 




local sustainable agriculture and community-led economic development, and has been working 
with youth, gardeners, farmers, and entrepreneurs to build a more just and sustainable 
community since 1998. This organization provided space for one of the initial 3 sites for the first 
pilot study of the Clean Soil Bank (Egendorf et al., 2018), and after growing crops in the soils for 
several years, they applied for funding from the NYS Department of Environmental 
Conservation to experiment with constructing and distributing these soils. ENYF was granted 
access to a vacant lot, received large volumes of sediments from the Mayor’s Office of 
Environmental Remediation (OER)’s PURE Soil NYC program, received large volumes of 
compost from the NY Department of Sanitation (DSNY), and has distributed these soils by 
trucks to 15 local gardens, with more planned over the next year. Working in partnership with 
researchers and impacted community members, data gathered on both the microscale soil 
properties, and the meso- and macroscale data on efficacy of distribution will inform subsequent 
efforts.  
 
1.4.3 Macroscale applied and participatory experiments: connecting with other cities 
and legislative efforts 
The fact that soil Pb is not considered a primary exposure pathway is a positive feedback 
that leads to outcomes in which contaminated surface soils are left in situ, such that they remain 
potential sources of exposure. The fact that the populations most affected by contaminated soils 
may also lack access to structural power is another positive feedback. While data on soil Pb and 
BLL have been correlated in other cities, such research has not been conducted in NYC. What 




primary exposure prevention, particularly through capping and covering contaminated soils? 
How can affected communities be co-creators of the experiments to change this system? 
Addressing these questions requires macroscale collaboration between researchers in 
multiple cities, as well as researchers and practitioners in a variety of fields, including law, 
toxicology, and environmental justice. Scaling up these inquiries within NYC and beyond is 
enabling compilation of data and formulation of research questions and methods that can begin 
to articulate what is needed for effective intervention in multiple locations over longer periods of 
time. In addition to experimenting with the material and informational resources necessary for 
clean soil distribution, the emerging networks in NYC are engaging with local and regional 
policy efforts. Pb poisoning has recently received heightened attention, particularly since issues 
with Flint, MI water sources arose, and political leaders in NYC have been creating new 
legislation to take action on preventing Pb exposure.  
The NYC City Council is proposing legislation to test and remediate contaminated soil, 
and the network of researchers and community advocates in Legacy Lead are providing feedback 
during this process. While Pb in soil has not been considered a primary exposure pathway for 
many state and city health departments including NYC, Mayor de Blasio’s LeadFreeNYC plan 
emphasizes the importance of constructing and distributing clean soils to mitigate exposure, 
largely in response to the local scientific research conducted on soil Pb (i.e., Cheng et al., 2015) 
(https://www1.nyc.gov/assets/leadfree/). To assist in these policy efforts, researchers and 
advocates in NYC are sharing existing data from other cities and gathering new data in NYC to 
understand the risks of soil Pb exposure that have not been well characterized. What is being 
done in NYC is only one small example that builds on the research conducted throughout the 




scales of time and space. The framework for applied and participatory experiments being 
developed in NYC is being strengthened within the 20+ organizations within Legacy Lead and is 
continuing to expand to support the efforts of urban growers throughout the city and local region. 
As such, the interventions at each scale are essential for supporting and building the others.   
Here we have conceptualized multiple scales of multi-disciplinary interactions with Pb in 
soil and interventions aimed at mitigating soil Pb exposure. Here we also focus on ways that 
interventions can be created with participation of affected communities to effectively mitigate Pb 
exposure. The applied and participatory experiments underway in NYC hypothesize that 
constructing soil with affected communities, with strong institutional and inter-organizational 
connections through the Legacy Lead Coalition, and cooperative development of a distribution 
network for such newly constructed soils will generate data that will further assist in systemic 
experiments aimed at altering the system of soil-Pb to one that effectively limits exposure to the 
legacy of Pb in soil. When these efforts are aligned with policy makers and researchers in other 
regions, the systemic changes may amplify, and new feedbacks continually limiting exposure 





Figure 1.7: Framework Overview 
  
1.5 Summary and Conclusion 
Given the magnitude and increasing rate of anthropogenic changes occurring within 
Earth systems, is urban soil Pb truly a pressing concern? Here, we reviewed decades of research 
indicating the pervasive presence of Pb in soil, the life-altering health impacts of any form of Pb 
exposure, data from a variety of contexts indicating inextricable connections between soil Pb and 
BLL, the environmental injustices and disproportionate burdens of exposure placed on 
vulnerable populations, as well as the policy, physical, and social feedback mechanisms 




We applied a systems framework that traces human and non-human system interactions 
at a variety of scales, identifying inputs as historical and ongoing Pb emissions from industry, 
paint, and gasoline, to behavior of Pb in soil and human bodies, which result in outcomes of 
exposure on the microscale. Lack of acknowledgement by policy makers and health departments 
is a positive feedback enabling this cycle of exposure to persist. We then traced mesoscale 
temporal and spatial changes, specifically locating seasonal variations of atmospheric Pb and 
BLL, indicating contaminated soil and dust resuspension and deposition as another positive 
feedback mechanism perpetuating risks of exposure. On the macroscale, we identified spatial 
patterns of high urban soil Pb concentrations with a decreasing gradient towards the exurban 
areas, as well as high Pb concentrations corresponding to areas with high poverty and 
concentrations of people of color, aligned with a significant body of environmental justice 
research. This uneven exposure also serves as a positive feedback mechanism in that people with 
less access to structural power are those who have the most incentive to address the issue.  
On the macroscale, we also suggest that this broad systems-based understanding enables 
us to perceive Pb in soil as a non-contiguous layer of Earth’s surface that holds the memory of 
human industrial activity. While neither Pb in strata nor soil in and of itself are appropriate 
indicators for shifts in geologic time periods, we contend that this understanding may be of use 
and value towards a basic science understanding of our species-wide interactions with Earth 
systems, as well as our particular imbalances of resources and toxins for differently identified 
groups of people. This understanding may not only inform rigorous and accurate depictions of 





As we traced microscale interventions aimed at changing the bioavailability or 
bioaccessiblity of soil Pb and mesoscale interventions that attempt to extract Pb from soil, we see 
the limitations of these types of approaches. Indeed, the only way to effectively mitigate 
exposure to soil Pb on human time scales is to remove the entire soil substrate or cover it with a 
new material. With either approach, a new soil medium is required in order to maintain the 
ecological productivity of the area. As such, we have broadly articulated the outlines of a number 
of applied and participatory experiments in soil construction and distribution in NYC that attend 
to multidisciplinary and transdisciplinary tenets of Social-Ecological urban systems and 
participatory research. With attention to the identified feedback mechanisms of soil resuspension 
and impacts on marginalized populations, we are co-constructing each phase of research on 
constructed Technosols with affected communities and building strong local networks to interact 
with other researchers and practitioners on national and international stages.  
The framework outlined here enables us to understand the systems of human and soil Pb 
interactions, identify the interventions that have been evaluated, and experiment with applied 
solutions. These applied experiments (Carbon Sponge, JUST SOIL, Legacy Lead, East New 
York Farms’ soil distribution pilots), and legislative endeavors, are furthering efforts to address 
this urgent and challenging issue of environmental contamination and injustice. Many of these 
experiments revolving around new soil construction generate multiple co-benefits, including 
increased food access and fresh produce intake (Alaimo et al., 2008; Metcalf and Widener, 2011; 
Saha and Eckelman, 2017), food justice and food sovereignty (Alkon, 2014; Horst et al., 2017; 
Jarosz, 2014), a range of health benefits (Clatworthy et al., 2013; McCormack et al., 2010; 
Subica et al., 2015; Van Den Berg and Custers, 2011) and promotes community wellbeing 




Krasny, 2004). Ecological benefits include reduced waste (Walsh et al., 2018b), reduced 
stormwater runoff (Gittleman et al., 2017), increased biodiversity and habitat (Carlet et al., 2017; 
Goddard et al., 2010; McPhearson et al., 2014; Yadav et al., 2012), and greenhouse gas 
sequestration (Beesley, 2012; Brown et al., 2012; Pouyat et al., 2002; Vasenev et al., 2014).  
The systems approach for addressing Pb in soil that we describe can be applied in other 
locations, and collaborations will continue with researchers and practitioners in other U.S. and 
international cities.  Perhaps most importantly, we hope this systems approach will be extended 
to address other environmental challenges. Consideration of multiple scales of interaction 
between biogeochemical, ecological, social, and political factors, and using understanding of 
these factors and interactions to develop participatory experiments with diverse populations, 
should produce more effective solutions for environmental issues ranging from water quality, to 
deforestation, to climate change. Many more research-based efforts are needed to address these 
pressing issues, and the multi-scalar systems approach is one that can lend itself to the creation 
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Abstract: 
This review focuses on lead (Pb), one of the most ubiquitous and harmful toxicants found 
in soil. Misconceptions abound regarding the ability of plants to uptake Pb through their roots 
and translocate it to above ground tissues, governing their ability to act as hyperaccumulators 
and thereby phytoextract Pb. In accordance with a number of cited definitions, we suggest that 
species capable of Pb phytoextraction can be rated with the following three criteria: 1) root 
uptake above a nominal threshold of 1000 mgPb/kg, 2) bioconcentration factor (BCF or 
shoot/soil concentration) > 1, and 3) translocation factor (TF or shoot/root concentration) > 1. 
We review the literature in the updated USDA Phytoremediation Database and definitively assert 
that without amendments: no plant has met all 3 criteria; no plant has been confirmed as a Pb 
hyperaccumulator. As such, Pb phytoextraction is not a viable remediation option when 
amendments are not used. Pb phytostabilization, however, may be an effective remediation tool 




and sequestering it in or around the root zone will limit Pb movement into other ecosystems, 
prevent resuspended dusts, and mitigate Pb exposure. 
 
Keywords: Phytoremediation, Phytoextraction, Phytostabilization, Pb, Soil Contamination 
 
2.1 Introduction  
Humans exert a range of impacts on Earth and have left an extensive array of potentially 
toxic elements and compounds in soil, the pedosphere. Significant attention has been dedicated 
to the remediation of contaminated sites, notably with the assistance of plants. The field of 
phytoremediation, and phytotechnology more broadly, seeks to understand and promote the use 
of plants to remediate degraded soil and water and restore ecosystem services in managed 
landscapes (IPS, 2019). Plants, in concert with microbes and various abiotic conditions, are 
capable of remediation through a variety of mechanisms, either through the rhizosphere with 
rhizofiltration, phytostabilization, and phytodegradation, or through above ground biomass with 
phytovolatilization and phytoextraction (Chaney et al., 2002; Salt et al., 1995). 
Out of all the toxicants in soils, lead (Pb) is one that is rife with misconception, 
particularly when it comes to phytoremediation (Blaustein, 2017). Urban legends abound about 
plants that can quickly ‘suck up’ (phytoextract) Pb and make it disappear (See Myth #2, OSU 
2019). Numerous online ‘articles’ contain such stories, some including responses from 
researchers refuting such claims (See Glass 2007; Blumenthal 2012; Kaller 2014). 
Unfortunately, no plant has been shown to effectively or quickly remove Pb from soil. Here we 




to Pb phytoremediation with the intent of clarifying misconceptions and providing guidance for 
practitioners and general audiences.  
 
2.1.1 History of lead 
Lead concentration in the Earth’s crust is approximately 20 mg/kg (ppm) (Taylor, 1964), 
and in different rock types ranges from approximately 3 to 40 mg/kg (Hu and Gao, 2008). Lead 
mining began at least 8000 years ago (Pompeani et al., 2013), and the desire for silver greatly 
encouraged the mining and smelting of lead-silver alloys. Production of Pb was approximately 
160 tons per year 4000 years ago, increased with the use of silver coins to approximately 10,000 
tons per year 2700 years ago, and increased during the Roman Empire, 2000 years ago, to 
approximately 80,000 tons per year. Production decreased during medieval times but increased 
rapidly with the industrial revolution from 100,000 tons approximately 300 years ago, to 1 
million tons during the 1930s (Settle and Patterson, 1980). In 2012, over 10 million tons of Pb 
were produced, half of which was mined, and half of which was derived from recycled, or 
secondary sources (International Lead Association, 2019).  
Lead has many uses, largely as a result of its high density, low melting point, and 
malleability, and is employed for a variety of manufacturing products and industries, such as 
pipes, printing presses, bullets, paints, leaded gasoline, and “green” technologies including 
hybrid batteries (International Lead Association, 2019). While the life-altering and potentially 
lethal health impacts of this element have been observed for at least 2000 years (Hernberg, 
2000), and numerous researchers have reported such issues for decades (Needleman et al., 1979; 
Nriagu, 1998; Patterson, 1965), hundreds of thousands of lives have been affected during the 




Markowitz and Rosner, 2013; Needleman, 2000). Tremendous successes have been achieved: 
banning Pb in solder, paint, and gasoline have prevented widespread public exposure, and have 
enabled decreases in blood lead poisoning of children in the US (Feinberg et al., 2018; Jones et 
al., 2009). Although legacy lead that lingers in soil has been observed to decrease over time in 
forested ecosystems (Miller and Friedland, 1994; Yanai et al., 2004) and recently in urban areas 
(Mielke et al., 2019), soil remains a major source of exposure to Pb that threatens public health, 
especially in urban areas. 
 
2.1.2 Lead biogeochemistry 
Despite recent reductions in environmental Pb exposure, surface soils in many places, 
especially cities, throughout the globe continue to contain high levels of Pb (Cheng et al., 2015; 
Datko-Williams et al., 2014; Marx et al., 2016). As a result of both localized sources (i.e., 
mining, smelting, Pb-recycling, Pb-paint dust, Pb-gasoline emissions), and more distal sources 
(i.e., incineration, and wind-blown particles), efforts are still urgently needed to remediate, or at 
least mitigate exposure to Pb in soil. There are many challenges associated with such 
remediation including cost, logistics, and other societal constraints, but perhaps most importantly 
for phytoremediation are the various factors affecting Pb biogeochemistry in soils.  
Pb exists in a variety of forms (Table 1). The majority of Pb found in the Earth’s crust 
(52%) is the stable isotope 208Pb, the radioactive decay product of 232Th. Other isotopes include 
206Pb (24%), which derives from 238U, and 207Pb (23%), which derives from 235U. Only 1% of Pb 
is 204Pb, a primary isotope but not a decay product. While these isotopes do not necessarily 
influence processes like plant uptake, they have been used to fingerprint and trace the sources of 




Weiss, 2008; Komárek et al., 2008). These isotopes of Pb exist in a variety of mineral forms, 
such as galena (PbS), anglesite (PbSO4), cerussite (PbCO3), minium (Pb3O4), pyromorphite 
(Pb5(PO4)3Cl), and mimetesite (Pb5(AsO4)3Cl). These mineral forms undergo weathering and 
release a variety of ionic forms, such as Pb2+, Pb4+, PbCl+, PbOH+, Pb4(OH4)4+, PbCl3-, and 
Pb(CO3)22-.  
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Anthropogenic sources of Pb include PbS, PbO, PbSO4, and PbO*PbSO4 from smelting, 
as well as Pb(C2H5)4 from tettraethyllead (TEL), and Pb(CH3)4, and Pb(CH3)4  in tetramethyllead 
(TML), both gasoline additives (Table 2). Automobile exhausts contain Pb halides such as PbBr, 
PbBrCl, Pb(OH)Br, and (PbO)2PbBr2 (Biggins and Harrison, 1979). When these compounds 
react with neutral and acid sulfate droplets in the atmosphere, they tend to form more stable 
PbSO4.  Photochemical decomposition can produce Pb oxides, and exhaust particles can be 
converted into oxides, carbonates, and sulfates in soils (Olson and Skogerboe, 1975). The 
subsequent behavior of each of these forms differs in soils, depending on a variety of soil 
processes and properties.  
 
Table 2.2: Common Anthropogenic Products and Formulae of Lead (Pb) 
 
Products Formulae 
Tetraethyllead (TEL) Pb(C2H5)4 
Tetramethyllead (TML) Pb(CH3)4 
Smelters PbS, PbO, PbSO4, PbO*PbSO4 
Automobile exhausts PbBr, PbBrCl, Pb(OH)Br, and (PbO)2PbBr2 
Exhausted Pb particles (unstable) Converted into oxides, carbonates, and sulfates 
 
The mobility of Pb is influenced by a number of measurable soil properties that govern 
transformations between solution and solid phases (Table 3). Metals such as Pb are grouped into 
five different fractions in soil, listed here from the most to the least plant-available: 
exchangeable, bound to carbonates, bound to Fe-Mn oxides, bound to organic matter, and 
residual (Tessier et al., 1979). The most important properties governing the behavior of Pb 
include pH, organic matter (OM)%, OM type and activity, clay mineral content, cation exchange 
capacity (CEC), redox potential, and the presence of iron and manganese oxides, carbonates, and 




microorganisms (Gadd, 2004). In general, high pH, clay content, CEC, carbonates, and 
phosphates limit Pb solubility and mobility (Sauvé et al., 2000, 1998). High OM content and 
activity, as well as iron and manganese oxides adsorb and form complexes with Pb (Bargar et al., 
1997). These forms may either be immobilized in soil (i.e., adsorbed to larger soil particles or 
aggregates), or they can enter soil solution. Soil OM decomposition also impacts Pb speciation 
and partitioning. For example, Pb adsorbed to OM surfaces can be redistributed to iron oxides 
and other pedogenic minerals during decomposition (Schroth et al., 2008). Only a fraction of 
these various complexes become phytoavailable via release to the soil solution.  
 
Table 2.3: Soil Processes and Properties Impacting Lead (Pb) Mobility 
 
Soil Processes Soil Properties 
ad(sorption) by microbiota CEC 
binding by organic 
substances clay minerals 
complexation CO3 
diffusion (into minerals) Fe and Mn hydrous oxides 
dissolution fine granulometric fractions 




volatilization redox potential 
 
2.1.3 Complex interactions with plants 
o Uptake: 
While there is no essential function for Pb in plants, it can be absorbed from the soil 
solution via roots, either through the apoplastic (non-living) pathway or Ca2+-permeable channels 
(Pourrut et al., 2011). The potential for plant uptake is thus determined by factors influencing 




3), as well as plant-specific factors such as root surface area, root exudates, and mycorrhizal 
associations. The large number of Pb sources, and the complexity of the interactions with soil 
properties and processes make it very difficult to predict Pb behavior in specific situations 
(Sposito, 2008).   
While studies have begun to examine foliar uptake of Pb (via plant leaves) (Amato-
Lourenco et al., 2016; Schreck et al., 2012b; Shahid et al., 2017; Uzu et al., 2010), most plant 
uptake of metals and nutrients involves rhizosphere interactions. The simplest way that plants 
interact with Pb is root sorption, which includes chemical and physical processes such as 
chelation, ion exchange and specific adsorption. These processes can occur without biologic 
activity, and have also been shown to take place with dead roots (Salt et al., 1995). 
Biological processes are required for root absorption, and metal availability in the 
rhizosphere is influenced by root exudates, as well as by rhizosphere microorganisms  
(Verbruggen et al., 2009). While particular proteins enable metal uptake, the mechanisms 
through which Pb enters roots is not fully understood (Pourrut et al., 2011). Pb tends to 
accumulate in the rhizodermis and the cortex parts of roots (Seregin and Ivanov, 2001). When Pb 
enters roots through pathways such as ionic channels, it tends not to cross endodermal barriers 
into other parts of the plant, particularly at lower soil and water concentrations. Such restrictions 
are likely responsible for plant resistance and tolerance to Pb, as well as the generally low 
concentrations found in shoots and leaves (Kumar and Prasad, 2018).  
 
o Accumulation: 
Once inside the root tissue, the rates of Pb transport across organs varies considerably 




distance from the soil, with roots > leaves > stems > seeds (Seregin and Ivanov, 2001). This 
limited transport within plants accounts for the low translocation factors (TF) observed with 
most species (Kumar and Prasad, 2018). Some Pb can reach other plant tissues by travelling 
through xylem and phloem (Rascio and Navari-Izzo, 2011). However, transport is limited by 
storage in cell walls, precipitation in intracellular spaces, accumulation in plasma, or 
sequestration in vacuoles (Pourrut et al., 2011). The dominant storage is in cell walls, which can 
prevent transport into the cytoplasm. Various transporters and proteins within plants can assist in 
the mobilization of Pb across plasma membranes, enabling the Pb to be stored in inactive 
organelles (Kumar and Prasad, 2018). Within the cell, Pb tends to accumulate in vacuoles. 
Together with the cell wall, this is where 95% of absorbed Pb is stored (Wierzbicka and 
Antosiewicz, 1993). In vacuoles, Pb may form complexes and be removed from cytoplasm, 
essentially detoxifying the metal for the plant (Seregin and Ivanov, 2001).  
 
o Effects of Pb on Plants: 
Lead can affect nearly all aspects of plant growth and health. Even at very low Pb 
concentrations, plant germination has been shown to be inhibited (Islam et al., 2007). 
Development of seedlings, roots, and aerial parts may also be reduced (Gopal and Rizvi, 2008; 
Kopittke et al., 2007). Pourrut et al. (2011) offer an extensive discussion of the ways in which Pb 
can have detrimental effects on plants, which include decreasing proteins, decreases in 
transpiration and moisture content, limited nutrient uptake, inhibited photosynthesis, reduced 
respiration and adenosine triphosphate (ATP) content, genotoxicity and reduced mitotic activity, 




 Kumar & Prasad (2018) discuss the  ways in which Pb causes damage to DNA and other 
genetic material, including by disturbing spindles, breaking DNA strands, producing 
chromosomal abnormalities, and exacerbating other cellular instabilities. All of these effects are 
plant-specific, and depend on Pb concentration, oxidation state, and exposure duration. These 
authors also discuss the processes involved in oxidative stress, which may eventually lead to cell 
death.  
Given these toxic effects, it is important to identify plants that can tolerate the presence of 
metals like Pb, knowns as metallophytes. Some plants are obligate metallophytes, meaning they 
can only survive in the midst of metals, while others are facultative metallophytes, which means 
they can tolerate high soil metal concentrations but are not confined to growing in their midst. 
Tolerance, or being a metallophyte is an essential precursor for phytoremediation to occur, 
particularly through phytostabilization or phytoextraction.  
 
2.1.4 Phytoremediation Efficacy Criteria 
According to Baker et al. (2000), plants that can tolerate the presence of metals 
(metallophytes) can be classified in three general categories: 1) excluders, which limit metal 
concentrations in shoots; 2) accumulators, which translocate metals into above-ground tissues; 
and 3) indicators, which demonstrate a linear relationship between metal concentrations in plant 
tissues and soil. For plants to be classified as hyperaccumulators, they must be able to support 
minimum threshold concentrations in tissues of 100 mg/kg for Cd, Se and Tl, 300 mg/kg for Cu, 
Co and Cr, 1000 mg/kg for Ni, As, and Pb, 3000 mg/kg for Zn, and 10,000 mg/kg for Mn (van 





• Accumulated concentrations based on dry-weight basis of above-ground tissue 
must be 10-1,000 times higher than that normally found in plants. 
• Plants should not qualify as hyperaccumulators under artificial conditions 
• No amendments, experimental soils, nutrient solutions 
• In addition to a nominal threshold, other important criteria should be considered: 
• a bioconcentration factor >1 (shoot-to-soil metal concentration) 
• a translocation factor >1 (shoot-to-root metal concentration)  
• extreme metal tolerance (‘hypertolerance’) due to effective biochemical 
detoxification  
 
These criteria ensure that actual extraction (as opposed to surficial dust contamination), 
that can occur within human time-scales is taking place. Early studies with amendments such as 
chelating agents and nutrient solutions produced evidence for enhanced Pb uptake in crops such 
as Indian mustard (Brassica juncea), and canola (Brassica napus) (Blaylock et al. 1997; Huang 
et al. 1997). While these results seemed promising, subsequent research found Pb mobilization in 
soil that lead to increased leaching into groundwater (Wenzel et al. 2003; Madrid et al. 2003; Wu 
et al. 2004). Releasing toxic metals into groundwater, where they may enter adjacent ecosystems 
and food chains, is unacceptable from a remediation standpoint (Chaney et al., 2007).  
Unfortunately, these criteria have not been used consistently in literature. Many reports of 
successful phytoextraction have been made as a result of using chelating agents. Many reports of 
successful phytoextraction have also been made in cases where plants extracted far less than 
1000 mgPb/kg. This review aims to highlight the importance of adhering to consistent criteria, 
and to evaluate literature in the existing and newly updated USDA Phytoremediation Database in 
accordance with these criteria. Based on the explicit operational framework outlined by van der 







1: Nominal Threshold for Shoot Concentration  
• 1,000 mgPb/kg dry weight (d.w.) 
• This criterion must be met before others can be considered 
2: Shoot Concentration + Either: 
• Bioconcentration Factor > 1 
• [shoot]/[soil] 
• Translocation Factor > 1 
• [shoot]/[root] 
3: All 3 = Successful Hyperaccumulator 
 
 Another point of confusion pertains to the inconsistent definitions of bioconcentration 
and translocation factors. Different authors refer to these criteria using different terms as well as 
different plant and soil concentration ratios. For example, Liang et al. (2017) define 
bioaccumulation coefficient (BAC) as [shoot]/[soil] (which is referred to here and by others such 
as van der Ent. et al (2013) as bioconcentration factor (BCF)). These authors define BCF as 
[root]/[soil] (while others as just mentioned define BCF as [shoot]/[soil]). Other authors, such as 
Rotkittikhun et al. (2006) refer to extraction coefficient (EF) as [shoot]/[soil] (which is referred 
to here as BCF).  
 Liang et al. (2017) also cite a range of authors in distinguishing four categories of 
accumulation using [shoot]/[soil] ratios (which they refer to as BAC and is referred to here as 
BCF). These authors cite a value < 0.01 as a non-accumulator plant, 0.01–0.1 as low 
accumulator, 0.1–1.0 as moderate accumulator, and 1.0–10.0 as high accumulator (Sekabira 
et al., 2011; cited in Liang et al. 2017). These authors use [root]/[soil] ratios (which they refer to 
as BCF) to categorize plants as either an excluder (<1.0), accumulator (1.0–10.0), or 
hyperaccumulator (> 10.0) (Ma et al., 2001; cited in Liang et al. 2017).  
 We reference these alternate rating criteria to acknowledge that the operational 
framework outlined by van der Ent et al. (2013) is not the only framework that can be used to 




expertise of van der Ent et al. (2013), as well as their extremely clear and widely applied 
definitions, we choose to use their recommendations to generate the rating criteria employed 
here. Using various definitions for BCF, BAC, EF, and TF leads to confusion, and we hope that 
other authors will agree to utilize the criteria we set forth here as well.  
 
2.2 Materials and Methods: The USDA NRCS Phytoremediation Database 
The analysis presented here is based on an effort to update and analyze the existing 
USDA NRCS Phytoremediation Database (available at: http://www.agronomy.k-
state.edu/extension/environmental-quality/phytoremediation.html), which  was originally created 
by USDA NRCS in association with researchers at Kansas State University. Since 2016, the 
USDA has worked with Brooklyn College of the City University of New York to update the 
database with information from more recently published peer reviewed journal articles. The 
updated database will be made publicly available online in early 2020.  
A meta-analysis of all published articles included in the database was conducted with 
strict adherence to updated rating criteria for Pb phytoextraction (Table 4). The mechanisms with 
most relevance for Pb phytoremediation are tolerance, phytostabilization and phytoextraction, 
and the success ratings for tolerance and phytoremediation are fairly straightforward, not causing 
any general confusion. Given the misconceptions about phytoextraction of Pb, however, a 
particular emphasis on all species that meet at least the first nominal hyperaccumulator threshold 
(accumulating at least 1000 mgPb/kg) were further examined in terms of all available plant and 






In the existing online database, the capacity of 181 species for Pb phytoremediation are 
addressed. Of these 181 species, only 26 were listed as “successful.” Of these “successful” 
remediators, 6 of them were successful with regards to the mechanism of tolerance, 1 for 
rhizofiltration, and 1 for phytostabilization. Given that success with these mechanisms is not 
disputed, these 8 species were not investigated further. An additional 18 species were listed as 
successful for phytoextraction, and data from these articles were examined in greater depth.  
Out of the 18 species listed as successful for phytoextraction, 16 articles did not adhere to 
the fundamental success criteria that we established, namely by using chelating agents or by 
reporting plant accumulation concentrations far lower than 1000 mgPb/kg. Only two of the 
species listed adhered to our rating criteria: Eleocharis acicularis (needle spikerush) (Ha et al., 
2009) and Arabis paniculata (rockcress) (Tang et al., 2009). Eleocharis acicularis contained a 
shoot concentration of 1120 mgPb/kg, which gives it 1 rating point. The soil Pb at the site was 
1930 mg/kg, and it had a BCF of 0.82, and a TF of 3.57. Given these results, we assign E. 
acicularis with a 2/3 rating for phytoextraction. Arabis paniculata contained a shoot 
concentration of 2490 mgPb/kg, also meeting the first nominal threshold. The soil Pb at the site 
was 27,800 mg/kg, and it had a BCF of 0.1, and a TF of 1.96. Given these results, A. paniculata 
also receives a 2/3 rating.  
In the updated database, 106 species were listed for remediation with respect to Pb. Of 
these species, 11 were listed as successful for phytoextraction in soil by meeting the first nominal 
criteria, 4 also met 2/3 of the criteria and none met all 3, i.e., none are confirmed 
hyperaccumulators (Table 4) (Arshad et al., 2008; Bech et al., 2012; Grobelak et al., 2017; 




Pb is generally immobile in soil and given the many ways in which plants exclude Pb from their 
above ground tissues, further analyses of these species are warranted.  
 
Table 2.4: Species Capable of Lead (Pb) Uptake at or above 1000 mgPb/kg dry weight in 



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































2.4 Discussion  
2.4.1 Rare cases of plant Pb uptake above 1000 mgPb/kg 
Lead is commonly immobilized in soil with limited phytoavailablity, and plants employ a 
range of mechanisms to limit Pb uptake. Peer-reviewed literature in the USDA Phytoremediation 
Database document Pb uptake above the nominal threshold of 1000 mgPb/kg in 13 species, 
representing only 4.5% of a total of 287 species investigated for Pb phytoremediation. It is 
important to note that 6 of the 13 species meet 2/3 criteria, but none meet all 3; therefore, none of 
these species are confirmed hyperaccumulators – an identification that has been established as 
needed for phytoextraction (van der Ent et al., 2013).  
The most striking commonality between the studies of all species capable of elevated but 
not hyper-accumulation is extremely high soil Pb concentrations. In these studies, soil Pb ranged 
from 1,422-22,345 mg/kg with a median of 16,042 ppm. Given the ~20-60 mgPb/kg average 
found in naturally occurring crustal rocks and soils (Hu and Gao, 2008; New York State 
Department of Environmental Concservation, 2006), as well as safety thresholds such as the 
EPA’s Soil Screening Level for children playing in bare soil as 400 mgPb/kg (US EPA, 2015), 
soil concentrations in the ranges evaluated with these species are considered to be highly 
contaminated.  
While elevated soil Pb concentrations do not inherently correlate with higher phyto- or 
bio-availabilty (Walraven et al., 2015), researchers have documented correlations between total 
and phyto- or bio-available Pb (Bower et al., 2017). A 30% bioavailable fraction has been used 
as a conservative estimate in many soils and is assumed in the US EPA’s Integrated Exposure 




fraction, and some argue that this value should be 5-10% of total Pb (Zia et al., 2011) depending 
on factors including speciation, pH, OM, etc. (Sauvé et al., 1998; Shahid et al., 2012). Only 3 
authors evaluated the phytoavailable fractions of soil Pb in the elevated accumulator cases, 
which do not provide enough data to draw a conclusion about such conditions. Therefore, the 
elevated plant uptake observed for these 13 species is likely related to the extremely high total 
and therefore relatively high phytoavailable Pb in the soils they were grown in. 
Nine of the cases of elevated accumulation were evaluated in field settings. In outdoor 
field trials, soils and plants are subject to wind and rain that can cause contaminated soil particles 
to be deposited on plant surfaces. Most studies employ washing procedures, but they are not 
consistent and may not necessarily remove all surficial particles. Even rigorous washing will not 
remove all the entrapped particles, particularly those enclosed by wax (van der Ent et al., 2013). 
As such, it is difficult to rule out the possibility of surface-entrained particles contributing to 
observed high tissue concentrations. Foliar uptake and entrapment of Pb have also been 
documented in a number of studies, particularly in environments surrounded by high soil Pb 
(Schreck et al., 2012b; Shahid et al., 2017; Uzu et al., 2010). These should not be considered a 
component of phytoremediation, but merely contributing factors.  
One of the most important soil properties regulating Pb mobility is pH (Sauvé et al., 
1998; Sposito, 2008). In the 13 evaluated soils, four of them were acidic (ranging from pH 4.7-
5.4), while the rest were alkaline (ranging from pH 7.3-8). One might expect higher rates of 
uptake for plants grown in the acidic soils, but no such trend was observed. Plant uptake in the 
acidic soils ranged from 934-4500 mgPb/kg d.w. and ranged from 1496-4253 mgPb/kg d.w. in 




pH 7.3 (Bech et al., 2012) and 13,105 mg/kg of Pb. As discussed previously, high soil Pb 
concentration may be the most important contributor to the observed high plant uptake.  
Organic matter (OM)% is an additional factor contributing to Pb mobility. The OM% in 
all the soils in the elevated accumulator cases was generally low, ranging from 0.12-5%. OM% 
of 5% is typical for field soils (Weil and Brady, 2016). The site with the highest accumulation 
had 2.2% OM. Organic matter can bind with Pb to form mobile chelates, while in other 
situations OM may bind with Pb to render it insoluble (Shahid et al., 2012). The low OM levels 
of all soils in the elevated cases is likely linked to the highly altered parent materials, and/or 
proximity to industry, i.e., mine tailings, and soils at a Pb-recycling plant or a zinc smelter. All of 
these studied soils include anthropogenic or highly altered soil parent materials that have been 
recently deposited and have not had time to accumulate OM.  
  The texture and mineral content of the soils is another important factor affecting plant 
uptake of Pb (Kabata-Pendias, 2011). Of the soils in the elevated accumulation cases, textures 
were either listed as sandy or silt loam. Sandy soils would be expected to contribute to greater Pb 
mobility, given their abundance of macropores and relatively low cation exchange capacity 
(CEC) (Weil and Brady, 2016). The silt loam soils contain greater silt and clay content, with a 
greater ability to sorb Pb, particularly when certain types of clays are present (i.e., expanding 
clays with 2:1 layers) (Luo et al., 2011), but neither the actual size class percentages, nor clay 
mineralogy were provided in the articles. As such, no trend was observed distinguishing uptake 
from soils in these two textural classes. Two articles provided data for CEC and 2 articles 






2.4.2 Common misconceptions and confusion about Pb phytoextraction 
While only 13 out of 287 species evaluated were found to accumulate Pb above the 
nominal threshold of 1000 mg/kg, and none of them are confirmed hyperaccumulators, there are 
a number of factors that perpetuate the myth that hyperaccumulation and phytoextraction of Pb is 
a practical or viable possibility. The fact that some plants are capable of elevated Pb uptake at all 
is clearly one that causes confusion. To complicate matters further population-specific uptake 
mechanisms have been found for a number of species and other metals as well (Mohtadi et al., 
2012). It can be relatively easy to obscure this kind of information, and indeed, Table 4 does not 
indicate that only specific populations of each species are capable of such high extraction. We 
place this point first and foremost as one that can lead to misconceptions: specific populations of 
plants differ in their physiological structures. One population being capable of a task such as Pb 
uptake does not mean that all populations of this species are. Most importantly, plant uptake of 
Pb is not sufficient to enable phytoextraction and effective removal of Pb.  
 The use of different success criteria is another issue leading to confusion about 
hyperaccumulation potential. The framework outlined by van der Ent et al. (2013) and developed 
into a 3-point rating system here stipulates that plants meet a number of criteria before they can 
be considered to be hyperaccumulators. In the case of N. caerulescens (evaluated in a hydroponic 
solution and not listed in Table 4), 2/3 of the criteria were met, but the authors still referred to the 
species with high accumulation as hyperaccumulators. These authors conducted a rigorous 
analysis, and yet their basic definition of hyperaccumulation was different from one employed by 
others. Distinguishing between elevated and hyperaccumulation is clearly a point of contention 
even within this scientific community. Moreover, successful phytoextraction has been claimed in 




secondary and tertiary criteria (Adesodun et al., 2010; Fischerová et al., 2006). General 
consensus and careful adherence to proper use of terminology is imperative. 
 Perhaps as importantly, the use of chelating agents and their impacts on phytoextraction 
is a source of confusion. Adding amendments to soil to mobilize Pb and enhance plant root 
uptake was first investigated in the 1990’s as a promising way to promote phytoextraction. But 
since at least 2000, such methods have been recognized as contributing to potentially greater 
environmental hazards through groundwater leaching and exposure for other organisms and 
ecosystems, with costs estimated at $30,000/hectare per year (Chaney et al., 2002). As indicated 
by numerous authors, these methods should no longer be considered viable for phytoextraction 
(Chaney et al., 2007; Evangelou et al., 2007; Madrid et al., 2003; Wenzel et al., 2003; Wu et al., 
2004). Reviews on ‘safer’ and less expensive chelates continue to be published (Krueger et al., 
2013; Shahid et al., 2012), and we contend that there must be widespread acknowledgement and 
agreement that such amendments should not be used at sites where toxic elements and 
compounds are found.  
 
2.4.3 Microbiome associations  
Microbial communities are of critical importance to soil activities and terrestrial 
ecosystems, and yet researchers still have limited understanding of their fundamental structures. 
In recent years, tremendous advances have been made in understanding microbial activities and 
community compositions in soils. Particularly with the advent of DNA and RNA sequencing 
technologies, metagenomic studies are enabling researchers to generate more detailed 
characterizations of the microbial taxa present and the vital roles such microorganisms play in 




Despite recent advances in technology, it is still difficult and expensive to fully describe the soil 
microbiome and associated activities, particularly due to the heterogeneities that occur over 
space and time, including changes in salinity, pH, and organisms present (Fierer and Jackson, 
2006; Lozupone and Knight, 2007). The lack of microbial characterization in many cases is 
contributing to a lack of understanding of the biological processes occurring in soil, which exert 
a significance influence over plant interactions (Bakker et al., 2014) as well as Pb speciation and 
mobility (Gadd, 2004; Wu et al., 2006).  
Numerous studies demonstrate that Pb and other toxic metals impact microbial biomass, 
activity (measured by respiration), and diversity (Chen et al., 2014; Fajardo et al., 2019; Hong et 
al., 2015; Kandeler et al., 2000). However, certain bacterial phyla have been shown to be more or 
less resistant to Pb contamination in different soils. For example, Fajardo et al. (2019) found the 
bacterial phyla Firmicutes, Proteobacteria, Actinobacteria and Verrucomicrobia to be the most 
sensitive to Pb and other metal contamination, while Xu et al. (2017) found Proteobacteria and 
Verrucomicrobia to be the most tolerant of Pb and zinc contamination. Different soil conditions 
and factors certainly affect these findings, which we mention here to stress the potentially 
confounding factors of unknown microbial communities and their unpredictable responses to soil 
Pb contamination.  
While microbial community structure and function may be impacted by the presence of 
Pb contamination, different microbial communities may also assist in plant uptake or 
stabilization of Pb. For example, increased plant uptake may occur as a result of microbial 
modification of root absorption, increasing root length and root hairs, or increasing availability 
of metals enabling plant uptake (Sessitsch et al., 2013). Mycorrhizal associations with plant 




transport to shoots (Arias et al., 2015; Schneider et al., 2016). However, there are other cases in 
which mycorrhizal associations have been shown to immobilize Pb in soil (Rhee et al., 2014; 
Sayer et al., 1999). The extent to which these differences are a result of mycorrhizal type, plant 
type, or other soil or site characteristics requires further characterization. The differing outcomes 
of bacterial and fungal associations (i.e., uptake vs. stabilization) may nonetheless be a source of 
confusion, particularly for an audience of practitioners who are looking to employ remedial 
strategies at their sites. We therefore raise this point to alert readers that while such microbial 
associations are clearly vital aspects of soil processes involved with phytoremediation, it is 
difficult to fully characterize the ways in which microbes will impact Pb phytoavailability.   
 
2.4.4 Estimates of removal time 
In the cases where plants extract more than 1000 mgPb/kg d.w., and particularly where 
they meet other success criteria such as a BCF or TF > 1, accumulating more Pb in shoots than 
soil, or more Pb in shoots than roots, respectively, it may still take significant amounts of time 
for such plants to extract enough Pb from soil to achieve remediation. For example, Arshad et al. 
(2008) found that three different cultivars of Pelargonium (geranium) could extract Pb above the 
nominal threshold of 1000 mg/kg. These authors assumed that Pb uptake in these species would 
follow a linear trajectory and estimated the quantify of Pb extracted per hectare per year based on 
the dry weight of plant biomass, density of plants per hectare, total Pb concentration in shoots, 
number of crops per year, soil density, and soil Pb concentration. For the cultivar with the 
greatest extraction potential (Pelargonium attar), these authors found that it would take a 




Pb/kg, and a maximum of 914 years to remediate a more acidic soil (pH=6) with 39,250 mg 
Pb/kg.  
Some authors argue that assuming a linear decline in contamination with time 
overestimates remediation capacity. A logarithmic decay model for successive cropping (Van 
Nevel et al., 2007) may be more appropriate because as metal concentrations decrease over time, 
the quantity of available metals would also decrease. However, other potential uncertainties such 
as nutrient depletion over time and resulting reductions in biomass would also need to be 
evaluated in such models. While different modeling approaches have been investigated, it is 
difficult to validate a mechanistic model that accounts for spatial and temporal heterogeneity of 
metals in soil, as well as the ensuing changes in plant uptake (Robinson et al., 2006).  
  Porębska and Ostrowska (1999) acknowledge that generally less than 1% of soil Pb is 
taken up by plants in a cropping cycle, and that significant metal removal takes many years. The 
time involved for remediation may also depend on the length and period of growth as well as the 
harvest stage of plants. Jacobs et al. (2017) assert that there is a need to test various growth 
cycles with plants as well as a range of cultural practices that may be used to optimize removal. 
But even if timeframes for Pb removal can be better constrained, the best estimates suggest that 
it will take multiple human generations for effective remediation to occur.  
 
2.4.5 Safety for practitioners  
The rare plants capable of Pb uptake above the nominal threshold have only been found 
to do so in soils with extremely high Pb concentrations, here shown at a minimum of 1422 
mgPb/kg. Given that growing and harvesting plants requires human oversight and operation and 




the numerous authors who state that Pb phytoextraction is not only unlikely from a mechanistic 
and plant-physiologic standpoint, but that it is also unsafe from a human-health perspective.  
 Meeinkuirt et al. (2012) found three species with high Pb accumulation (Table 4). 
However, these authors clearly state that phytoextraction for Pb should not be encouraged, and 
that planting of L. leucocephala should be avoided for revegetation of Pb mine tailings precisely 
because this species translocates high amounts of Pb into its shoots and may thus cause greater 
risks. The risks associated with Pb entering above ground biomass have been summarized by 
Van Nevel et al. (2007) as 1) toxicants entering the food chain through herbivores; 2) dispersion 
of contaminated plant materials; and (3) accumulation of toxicants in topsoil. Potential exposure 
during planting, harvest, and the required subsequent disposal are further risks that should be 
avoided.  
 
2.4.6 Phytostabilization as a viable remediation strategy 
While the prospects for Pb phytoextraction are not bright, it is important to note that there 
are numerous plants that can tolerate Pb exposure and effectively phytostabilize the toxicant in 
situ, with far fewer associated risks. In situ stabilizing, sequestering, or otherwise containing is 
becoming a more widely adopted remedial practice for soil Pb (Heather Henry et al., 2015; 
Laidlaw et al., 2017b). The type of contaminant, its concentration, and its mobility are essential 
criteria to consider for such a method (Robinson et al., 2006). Pb is highly toxic, but does not 
give off harmful radiation, does not emit toxic gases, and will not leach through water in many 
conditions. Contaminants that can mobilize or harm organisms beyond a barrier are not 




and stabilizing the cover with plant roots instead of removing it from a given site may be highly 
effective from a human-health perspective (H. J. Binns et al., 2004; Mielke et al., 2011).  
When planting into Pb-contaminated soil, Shahid et al. (2012) cite several authors who 
demonstrate that approximately 95% of any absorbed Pb accumulates in root cells. As evidenced 
by the rarity of plants capable of accumulating Pb, translocation is generally limited by 
precipitation in roots as Pb-salts, immobilization within cell walls, precipitation in intercellular 
space, blockage by Casparian strips, or accumulation in plasma membranes or vacuoles (Shahid 
et al., 2012). Numerous plants have been shown to retain high quantities of Pb in roots without 
translocation to shoots, making them viable species for Pb phytostabilization (Ebrahimi, 2014). 
Sequestering Pb in roots renders the element less likely to be mobilized or leached within soil 
(Porębska and Ostrowska 1999).  
 For the past several decades, numerous researchers have been arguing for the preferential 
goal of sequestering Pb in soil through phytostabilization instead of mobilizing it for 
phytoextraction (Dickinson, 2000; Robinson et al., 2006; Van Nevel et al., 2007). While the goal 
of removing Pb from soil may still be desirable to some, continuing to embark on related field 
experiments may put people and other organisms at greater risks of exposure. It is time to reach a 
more widespread consensus on this phenomenon: Pb phytoextraction is not a viable tool for 
remediation; Pb phytostabilization, on the other hand, is a method for remediation that should be 
considered and perhaps prioritized for a range of sites.   
 
2.5 Conclusion  
The field of phytoremediation has tremendous potential to address many of the issues that 




mechanisms for numerous metals, metalloids, and organic toxicants have been clearly 
established. In the case of Pb phytoextraction, however, many researchers have demonstrated the 
inadequacy of such an approach, and yet claims of viability still abound. In order to address such 
discrepancies and promote effective phytoremediation, standard criteria for Pb phytoextraction 
must be adopted. Here we suggest a 3-point rating system adapted from criteria outlined by van 
der Ent et al. (2013), for other researchers to employ in order to determine Pb phytoextraction 
success: 1) root uptake above a nominal threshold of 1000 mgPb/kg, 2) bioconcentration factor 
(BCF or shoot/soil concentration) > 1, and 3) translocation factor (TF or shoot/root 
concentration) > 1. Species must meet the first criteria in order to be considered for 
phytoextraction, and then can be rated out of a total of 3 points.  
Our evaluation of the existing and updated USDA Phytoremediation Database finds that 
no hyperaccumulators, and thereby no effective phytoexractors, exist for Pb. These findings are 
aligned with those of numerous other researchers. Some species under certain conditions (most 
notably soil Pb contamination >1,400 mgPb/kg) can accumulate Pb above the nominal threshold 
of 1,000 mgPb/kg d.w. However, these accumulators would not able to remediate a site in a 
realistic time frame, and any attempts to do so may put humans and other organisms at greater 
risks of exposure. The use of chelating agents that assist in uptake should not be considered for 
Pb phytoextraction, due to their expense and increased risk for leaching and exposure to other 
ecosystems.  
While Pb phytoextraction is not a viable remediation mechanism, phytostabilization has 
been shown to be effective in a variety of settings. This method does not remove Pb from the 
given environment but does effectively remove it from potential exposure. Using plant roots to 




new soil above contaminated layers, which is a strategy that can be cost- and time-effective for a 
range of sites. Remediation of soil Pb is a widespread and urgent concern; phytostabilization is 
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Vegetables grown in urban community gardens in New York City (NYC) have been 
shown to contain higher Pb concentrations than market-basket vegetables (McBride et al., 2014). 
While surface particle adherence plays an important role in leafy vegetable Pb-contamination, 
the relative significance of various sources of surficial deposition have not been sufficiently 
characterized. This study compared a single variety of leafy lettuce (Lactuca sativa) grown in 
soil containing high Pb (1150 mgPb/kg) and low Pb (90 mgPb/kg) concentrations, each under 
three different conditions: 1) bare soil, 2) mulched soil to limit splash, and 3) mulched soil under 
hoop houses to limit both splash and air deposition. In addition to the field study in a community 




was replicated at a rural field site. The lettuces were further compared to lettuces grown in the 
same soils in a greenhouse in Ithaca and lettuces purchased from supermarkets in NYC. 
Characteristics of atmospheric deposition were evaluated by passive trap collection through 
funnel samplers with cellulosic filters at 90 cm elevation at both the rural and urban sites. 
Concentrations of Pb on lettuces grown in low lead soils ranged from 8.0-171 µgPb/kg fresh 
weight (f.w.), all below the 300 µgPb/kg guidance value set by the European Commission (EC, 
2006). Lettuces grown in high Pb soils without cover treatments contained Pb concentrations 
above this guidance value (980-5490 µgPb/kg f.w.). Lettuces grown in the same high Pb soil 
with mulch (median: 284 and 640 µgPb/kg in Ithaca and NYC respectively, range: 20-1230 
µgPb/kg f.w.), under a hoophouse (median: 246, range: 128-831 µgPb/kg f.w.), and in a 
greenhouse (median: 222, range: 154-310 µgPb/kg f.w.) showed reduced Pb concentrations. 
Results show that in low Pb soils, splash and atmospheric deposition accounted for 84 and 78% 
of Pb contamination in NYC and Ithaca, respectively. In high Pb soils, splash and atmospheric 
deposition accounted for 88 and 93% of Pb contamination on lettuces. Methods of soil cover 
were shown to be effective at significantly (p<0.05) reducing lettuce Pb contamination.  
 












Growing one’s own food in an urban context can benefit personal health, food 
sovereignty and food justice, community wellbeing, environmental justice, and a wide range of 
ecosystem services (Carlet et al., 2017; Galt et al., 2014; Goddard et al., 2010; Lin et al., 2015; 
Litt et al., 2011; McClintock, 2010; Okvat and Zautra, 2011; Subica et al., 2015; Teig et al., 
2009; Wakefield et al., 2007). But what role do toxic elements such as lead (Pb) play in urban 
agriculture? The accumulation of Pb at the Earth’s surface due to human activity has been well 
documented (Alloway, 2013; Burt et al., 2014; Cheng et al., 2015; Datko-Williams et al., 2014; 
Markus and McBratney, 2001; Mielke et al., 1983). The behavior of Pb in soils has been studied, 
and fortunately for urban gardeners, under typical gardening conditions, most edible plants’ Pb 
uptake from roots is low. Further, gardening practices such as maintaining organic matter levels 
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3) Soil Pb: High vs. Low 4) Location: Urban vs. Rural vs. Greenhouse 
Lettuce Pb(bare) = Uptake + Splash + Deposition
Lettuce Pb(hoophouse) = Uptake
Lettuce Pb(mulch) = Uptake + Deposition




et al., 2016; Heather Henry et al., 2015; Laidlaw et al., 2017a; Obrycki et al., 2017). These and 
other exposure mitigation practices have been recommended for urban gardening by federal, 
state, and city agencies (e.g., New York City Department of Health and Mental Hygiene, 2019; 
New York State Department of Environmental Conservation, 2006; New York State Department 
of Health, 2016; US EPA, 2015). 
However, recent research has shown that, in spite of having low Pb root uptake, edible 
plants grown in urban environments, particularly leafy greens, still may have elevated 
concentrations of Pb (McBride et al., 2014; Paltseva et al., 2018).  Plant tissue Pb concentrations 
were not linearly correlated with Pb levels in soil at the plants’ root zone, but were correlated 
with tissue aluminum, another metal not readily taken up by plants. If the plants were not taking 
up much Pb from their roots, and the Pb concentrations were not necessarily correlated with Pb 
concentrations in soil immediately below, where was this Pb coming from?  
The possible significance of surficial contaminant deposition has been identified in 
numerous urban and rural settings, and is in need of further investigation (Filippelli & Laidlaw, 
2010; Laidlaw, Zahran, Mielke, Taylor, & Filippelli, 2012; Uzu, Sobanska, Aliouane, Pradere, & 
Dumat, 2009; Zheng, Shotyk, Krachler, & Fisher, 2007). While atmospheric Pb concentrations 
have declined in the US overall (U.S. EPA. Air Quality Criteria for LEAD Final Report, 2006, 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Washington, DC, EPA/600/R-05/144aF-bF, 2006), 
studies have continued to point out ongoing direct or indirect potential exposures (Flegal et al., 
2010; Layton and Beamer, 2009b; Ma et al., 2019; Odigie and Flegal, 2011; Zhou et al., 2020). 
For urban gardens, gaps in knowledge include the importance of deposition of atmospheric Pb 
versus other surficial contamination mechanisms. Are proximal sources (i.e., soil at the root 




And perhaps most importantly, what gardener practices are most effective at mitigating 
contamination from the various potential sources? 
The purpose of this study is to investigate the relative contribution of factors affecting 
surficial Pb contamination of a vegetable crop and the relative efficacy of different management 
approaches to mitigation. To achieve this, we investigated Pb contamination of a leafy vegetable 
in a community garden in Brooklyn, NYC, a rural field site in Ithaca, NY, and a greenhouse in 
Ithaca, NY. The study compares Pb levels in lettuce (Lactuca sativa) grown in the same high Pb 
and low Pb soils by growing location and soil cover (hereafter referred to as treatment): bare soil, 
mulch cover, and mulch with mini-hoophouse cover. The experiment was designed to 
differentiate between root uptake, proximal deposition (i.e., splash at the root zone) and more 
distal atmospheric deposition (i.e., wind- or rain-transported particles) while evaluating the 
effectiveness of mitigation approaches.   
 
3.2 Materials and Methods 
3.2.1 Soil selection, experimental design, and analyses 
The urban garden, located in Brooklyn, NY had been characterized in a previous study 
that found variable levels of soil Pb in NYC community gardens (Mitchell et al., 2014). For this 
study, soil samples were collected from gardeners’ beds in March/April of 2016. Out of 46 plots 
screened by X-Ray Fluorescence (XRF) for this study, 32 plots had mean Pb concentrations 
below 400 mg/kg, while 14 had concentrations of 401-1000 mg/kg. With gardener collaboration, 
soils with the highest Pb concentrations were removed from beds and homogenized on-site to be 




GreenThumb were delivered to replace the high Pb soil in gardeners’ plots and was used for 
comparative evaluation as the “low Pb” soil.  
In May 2016, paired field plots (see graphical abstract) were established in the NYC 
community garden and a rural field site in Ithaca, NY using high Pb and low Pb soil from the 
NYC garden. For each plot, 30 one-gallon (20 cm diameter) pots were filled with high Pb soil 
and 30 pots with low Pb soil and positioned in an excavated area so that the tops of the pots were 
level with the surrounding soil surface. The space between high Pb and low Pb pots was filled 
with the high Pb and low Pb soil, respectively. Each set of 30 pots was divided into three 
different treatments of 10 replicate pots: bare soil, mulched soil, and mulched soil with mini 
hoophouse cover. An additional 10 pots of each soil without soil cover were used as a 
greenhouse control in Ithaca to evaluate potential contamination of lettuce through root uptake in 
a location without any known nearby sources of contamination.  
The treatments were used to investigate different surface deposition processes and 
mitigation strategies. The bare soil treatment acted as a control to reflect the combined effects of 
root uptake, root zone soil splash, and atmospheric wet or dry deposition. The mulched 
treatments limited the potential for root zone splash, but still subjected the crop to potential root 
uptake and deposition of particles. The hoophouse treatments (also containing mulch) limited 
both splash and atmospheric deposition to isolate uptake of contaminants into crops. The 
experiment enabled comparison across soil contamination levels and processes in a rural, an 
urban, and an indoor setting.  
Soil samples were collected from each pot and processed at Brooklyn College. Samples 
were dried to a constant weight at 105 degrees C in an oven and the fraction <2mm diameter was 




Survey Laboratory Methods (Soil Survey Staff, 2014). For metal/loid analysis, soil samples were 
acid digested following a microwave oven assisted digestion procedure (EPA Method 3051). 
Concentrations of aluminum (Al), arsenic (As), cadmium (Cd), chromium (Cr), copper (Cu), 
nickel (Ni), Pb and zinc (Zn) were determined by ICP-MS (EPA Method 6020). External 
reference materials SRM-2586 and SRM-2587 obtained from the National Institute of Standards 
and Technology were used for external quality control. Limits of detection were 22 mgPb/kg and 
1136 mgAl/kg. 
 
3.2.2 Lettuce selection, planting, and laboratory analyses 
Loose-leaf lettuce, a common crop in urban areas (Alexander et al., 2006; Xiong et al., 
2017), with a short growth period (Schreck et al., 2012c) and relatively large surface area for 
potential particle adherence (Mombo et al., 2016; Uzu et al., 2014), was selected for the 
experiment. Green loose-leaf lettuce seeds (Lactuca sativa; Burpee 60355 Organic Lettuce, Leaf 
Salad Bowl) were germinated in greenhouses in NYC and Ithaca in each of the two soil types, 
and subsequently 3-4 seedlings were transferred to each of 140 pots for the field plots and 
greenhouse. While the experimental design initially planned for crops to be grown in both 
locations simultaneously, weather conditions, pest pressures, and contrasting growth rates 
necessitated different growing periods for the rural and urban plots. Potted seedlings were 
transplanted to the NYC community garden on 8/22/16, and lettuce harvested on 10/11/16 (50 
days). Seedlings were transplanted to the Ithaca field site on 9/22/16 and lettuce harvested on 
10/25/16 (34 days). The lettuce crop for one treatment in Ithaca (high Pb with hoophouse cover) 




watered daily for the first 3 weeks, and then at least every other day until harvest. Gardeners in 
NYC contributed to crop monitoring and watering.  
All edible portions of the lettuce were harvested with stainless steel scissors. Outer leaves 
with significant visible particle adherence were discarded. In Ithaca, lettuce from each pot was 
collected in a separate labelled clear plastic bag, while in NYC, lettuce samples were aggregated 
across pots into bags by treatment. Lettuces were purchased from ten local stores surrounding the 
NYC field plots as market basket comparisons. Samples were shipped overnight on ice in coolers 
to the New York State Department of Agriculture and Markets Food Laboratory for analysis. 
Samples were washed thoroughly with tap water at the lab until all visible particles were 
removed as though preparing the lettuce to be eaten. Once the composite treatment samples from 
NYC were washed, 10 subsamples were created for analysis. Approximately, 0.5 g of sample 
was added to a 75ml microwave vessel. Then 5.0 ml of distilled trace metal grade nitric acid, 2.0 
ml of trace metal grade hydrogen peroxide and 1.0 ml of high grade water was added. The 
samples were predigested overnight and then digested in a CEM Mars 6 microwave. The 
resulting acid solutions were then diluted and analyzed on a Thermo iCAP-Q ICP-MS. 
Concentrations of aluminum (Al), antimony (Sb), arsenic (As), boron (B), beryllium (Be), 
cadmium (Cd), chromium (Cr), cobalt (Co),  copper (Cu), iron (Fe), lead (Pb), manganese (Mn), 
mercury (Hg), molybdenum (Mo), nickel (Ni), selenium (Se), thallium (Tl), thorium (Th), 
uranium (U), vanadium (V) and zinc (Zn) were quantified by external calibration curves. Online 
internal standards were added to compensate for any matrix effects or signal drift. Calibration 
integrity was checked by analyzing a standard after every 10 samples. External reference 
materials SRM-1575A from the National Institute of Standards and Technology and T02229QC 




were also used for external quality control. All samples were analyzed by ICP-MS. Reporting 
limits for lettuce concentrations were 8.15 ugPb/kg and 386 ugAl/kg. 
 
3.2.3 Atmospheric deposition monitoring 
To monitor atmospheric deposition during the crop growing period, funnel collector 
passive traps with a 10 cm cellulosic filter one meter above the ground were established at both 
sites. While the crop Pb concentrations themselves were expected to quantitatively include 
contributions from surface deposition, they were also expected to reflect uptake and ground-level 
splash and be complicated by post-deposition processes (e.g., rain- or wind-driven particle 
removal). The deposition collectors were intended to independently measure gross deposition in 
the two field settings.  
The passive trap cellulosic filters were collected at transplanting and harvest and stored in 
clear plastic bags at room temperature. At the Brooklyn College Environmental Sciences 
Analytical Center, they were dried in the oven followed by microwave oven-assisted digestion 
(EPA 3051). Solutions and digested filters were then analyzed for trace metals (EPA Method 
6020). Precipitation data were obtained from the Northeast Regional Climate Center (CLIMOD, 
2019) to understand differences between the two field sites related to potential for splash 
contamination of the lettuce during the growing periods.  
 
Pb concentrations on lettuces grown in each treatment can be considered to be a function 
of uptake, proximal splash, and/or distal deposition, as summarized below:  
Lettuce Pb(bare) = Uptake + Splash + Deposition 




Lettuce Pb(mulch) = Uptake + Deposition 
Lettuce Pb(greenhouse) = Uptake 
 
3.2.4 Statistical analyses 
Statistical analyses were performed with the R 3.0.3 software (R Core Team 2014). 
Normality and homogeneity of the data were evaluated using Shapiro and Bartlett tests. Since the 
data were not normally distributed, lettuce Pb concentration medians by treatment and soil type 
were compared using Wilcoxon Rank Sum tests. Pairwise comparisons were made between each 
treatment, for a total of 92 comparisons. To avoid false positive or false negative results from 
these multiple comparisons (Type I or Type II errors), p-values were calculated using the 
Bonferroni correction method. Differences were considered significant when p < 0.05. Select 
comparison results are presented in this manuscript. The associations between Pb and Al in soils 
and lettuce were tested with linear regression.  
 
3.3 Results and Discussion 
3.3.1 Soil characteristics 
Table 3.1: Soil agronomic parameters (medians, n=9) and concentrations of Pb and Al (medians, 
n=69) 
 
Soil texture, total organic carbon (TOC), pH, and salt content (EC) in the low Pb and 
high Pb soils are summarized in Table 1, along with median Pb and Al concentrations. The low 
Pb soil was a loamy sand, while the high Pb soil was a sandy loam having a higher silt content. 
Soil Texture Sand (%) Silt (%) Clay (%) TOC (%) pH EC (mg/kg) Pb (mg/kg) Al (%)
Low Pb Loamy Sand 80 17 3 11 7.1 174 89 1.7




The TOCs of both soils were comparable at ~ 10%. The pH of both soils was neutral. The salt 
content for both soils was relatively low with little likelihood of having appreciable impact on 
plant growth. Given that Pb mobility in soil is governed by processes and parameters including 
pH, OM quantity and type, and soil geochemistry (Kabata-Pendias, 2011; Mushak, 2011; Reeder 
et al., 2006; Sauvé et al., 1998; Schroth et al., 2008), the comparable TOC%, pH, and salt content 
for both soils were expected to minimize the differences in the efficiencty of root uptake of Pb, 
enabling a focus on depositional processes.  
The difference between median Pb concentrations in the high Pb vs. low Pb soil were 
pronounced (~1200 mgPb/kg vs. ~90 mgPb/kg), as intended by the experimental design, while 
Al was only 12% higher in the high Pb soil. There was some variation of soil Pb levels among 
pots of the same soil type, but the variability between treatment medians was generally less than 
10% (SI Table 2). 
 
3.3.2 Lettuce Pb and Al concentrations 
3.3.2.1 Greenhouse and market basket comparisons 
The Pb concentrations in lettuce samples are summarized in Figure 1 and SI Table 4 in 
µgPb/kg fresh weight (fw). Concentrations of other metals and metalloids are reported across 
treatments in SI Table 3. The comparative market basket lettuce Pb concentrations were low 
(median = 8 µgPb/kg; SI Table 4), similar to previously summarized FDA market basket survey 
results (median < 6 µgPb/kg) (McBride et al., 2014). In the comparative greenhouse samples, 
lettuce Pb grown in low Pb soil was only slightly higher (median = 14 µgPb/kg) than market 
basket lettuce, reflecting the relatively low soil Pb concentration and reasonable cleanliness of 




(median = 223 µgPb/kg) were much higher than those grown in the low Pb soil in the same 
environment (p=0.001). Watering was done in a controlled fashion to produce negligible soil 
“splash” and the lack of correlation between Pb and Al in these samples in contrast to other high 
Pb soil lettuce samples (data not shown) suggests these Pb concentrations result from root uptake 
rather than adhered soil. As such, greenhouse lettuce Pb concentrations were used to 
approximate Pb uptake.  
 
Figure 3.2: Lettuce Pb Concentrations (µgPb/kg fw) by Soil Type, Location and Treatment. 
European Commission guidance value (300 µgPb/kg f.w.; EC, 2006) shown.  
 
  3.3.2.2 Lettuces grown in low Pb soils 
In both locations across all treatments, the lettuces grown in the low Pb soils had 
relatively low Pb concentrations, all below the guideline of 300 µgPb/kg f.w.. However, there 
were significant differences between certain treatments, and Pb concentrations were generally 




Table 3). Lettuces grown in low Pb bare soils in both locations were comparable to each other 
(with medians of 61 and 86 µgPb/kg in Ithaca and NYC respectively; p=1.0) and had comparable 
Pb concentrations to lettuces grown with mulch in NYC (median = 92 µgPb/kg; p=1.0). Lettuces 
grown in low Pb soils with hoophouse treatments had significantly lower Pb concentrations (with 
medians of 23 and 8 µgPb/kg in Ithaca and NYC respectively; p=0.02). The hoophouse lettuces 
were comparable to the Ithaca mulch samples (median = 21 µgPb/kg, p=1.0) and greenhouse 
samples (median = 14 µgPb/kg, p=0.4). While all the lettuces grown in low Pb soil had relatively 
low Pb concentrations, the use of the hoophouse in both locations and mulch in the rural location 
produced significant reductions in lettuce Pb.  
The findings for lettuce grown in low Pb soil presented here are similar to Pb 
concentrations in lettuce grown under controlled settings of ~70 µgPb/kg f.w. in other studies 
(Schreck et al., 2012a) and ~50 µgPb/kg f.w. (Warming et al., 2015) (using a conversion factor 
of 0.1 kg dry weight (d.w.)/kg f.w. (Warming et al., 2015)). Even when soil Pb concentrations 
are low, atmospheric deposition has been shown to contaminate lettuce. For example, Uzu et al 
(2010) demonstrated that particulate matter on lettuce leaves can be trapped by waxes on the leaf 
surface and can penetrate plant tissues (Uzu et al., 2010). The low Pb concentrations on the 
lettuces grown in low Pb soil indicate the lack of significant contamination from distal 
atmospheric deposition in the community garden and rural field setting.  
 
3.3.2.3 Lettuces grown in high Pb soils 
At least some of the lettuce samples from each treatment of high Pb soils contained 
samples with Pb concentrations above the EC guidance value of 300 µgPb/kg (EC, 2006), 




Table 3). The high Pb soil hoophouse lettuce samples in Ithaca were consumed by an animal 
prior to harvest, but in NYC these samples were all significantly below the lettuces grown in 
bare soil in both locations (median = 246 µgPb/kg, p=0.002). Even the maximum concentration 
of the high Pb hoophouse (831 µgPb/kg) was below the minimum value in the bare soils (1590 
and 980 µgPb/kg in Ithaca and NYC respectively). These resutls indicate that hoophouse with 
mulch cover can significantly reduce the impact of Pb deposiiton (from the atmosphere and / or 
by splash), and that measured concentratiosn in this treatment are at least in part a result of Pb 
uptake. The high Pb mulch samples also had significantly lower Pb concentrations than the bare 
soil treatments (median = 284 and 640 µgPb/kg in Ithaca and NYC respectively, vs. 3060 and 
1840 µgPb/kg in bare soils; p=0.002). While the mulch treatments were both effective in 
significantly reducing Pb concentrations, the lettuces grown with mulch in NYC did not reduce 
Pb contamination below the EC guidance value: only 1 of 10 samples was below 300 µgPb/kg, 
with a median of 640 µgPb/kg.  
These findings are consistent with other studies demonstrating that crops can be grown in 
high Pb soils and still have contaminant concentrations below health based guidance values, 
particularly if mitigation steps are taken (Amato-Lourenco et al., 2016; Augustsson et al., 2015; 
McBride, 2013). Numerous authors have documented the importance of specific variables for 
assessing crop contamination potential, including soil variables (Intawongse and Dean, 2006; 
Samsøe-Petersen et al., 2002; Sipter et al., 2008), local contaminant sources (Antisari et al., 
2015; Mihaileanu et al., 2019), landscape variables such as traffic flows and wind breaks 
(Amato-Lourenco et al., 2016; Margenat et al., 2019; Säumel et al., 2012; Sung and Park, 2018), 
and washing techniques (Attanayake et al., 2014; Folens et al., 2017; Nabulo et al., 2010). But 




related contamination, in their assessments (Säumel et al., 2012). This research addresses that 
gap. The dramatically different Pb concentrations in lettuce grown with different cover 
treatments in the same high Pb soil presented here demonstrates that practices such as mulching 
and soil cover should be encouraged as contaminant mitigation strategies.  
 
3.3.3 Relative contribution of contamination processes   
The significant differences between lettuce Pb concentrations grown in high Pb soils with 
and without cover treatments enables further evaluation of the relative contribution of 
depositional processes. Pb concentrations on lettuces grown in each treatment can be considered 
to be a function of uptake, proximal splash, and/or distal deposition. Based on these assumptions, 
we can estimate the relative contribution of the processes of uptake, splash, and deposition by 
manipulating the equations presented in the methods section and inputting measured Pb (or Al) 
concentrations: 
Uptake = Lettuce Pb(hoophouse) or Lettuce Pb(greenhouse) 
Splash = Pb(bare) - Pb(mulch) 







Figure 3.3: Relative contribution of uptake, deposition, and splash on lettuce (a) Pb concentration 
and (b) Al concentration (µg/kg fresh weight) 
 
Figure 3.3 presents the total Pb and Al concentrations for lettuce grown in bare soil 
distinguished by contributing processes. Metal concentrations in lettuce grown in the greenhouse 
are assumed to primarily reflect root uptake, since there would be minimal deposition and efforts 
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research showing that lettuce cultivars may have limited, but non-negligible Pb and Al uptake 
through roots (Intawongse and Dean, 2006; Murray et al., 2009).  
Lettuce grown in high Pb soil generally had more uptake, deposition, and splash of both 
Pb and Al than lettuce grown in low Pb soil. Uptake of Pb in the greenhouse is 16-fold higher in 
the high Pb soil, corresponding to 13-fold higher soil Pb concentrations. Despite these 
differences in uptake between soil type, splash is the most important process contributing to the 
higher Pb content of lettuce grown in high Pb soil both in Ithaca and NYC. The much greater 
contribution of splash to lettuce Pb in the high Pb soils (e.g., 70-fold for Ithaca) in part reflected 
higher concentrations of Pb in the underlying soil (~13-fold), although the magnitude of the 
differences suggests another contributing factor. The contribution of splash to lettuce Pb in 
Ithaca was considerably greater than in NYC, both for the high and low Pb soil. In contrast, NYC 
had higher Pb deposition than Ithaca, for both low and high Pb soil, likely reflecting higher 
contamination levels of local suspended particles. This finding is consistent with numerous 
studies indicating increasing contaminant concentrations in crops and soils across a rural-urban 
gradient (Margenat et al., 2019; Pouyat and McDonnell, 1991). The contribution of NYC Pb 
deposition was greater than that of splash for lettuce grown in the low Pb soil, since splash 
reflected relatively clean soil beneath the lettuce plants. A higher amount of Pb deposition in 
high Pb soil is also seen in NYC. This may be explained by the more contaminated local 
environment or that the mulch was not impenetrable and allowed some contaminated particles 
from the underlying soil to “escape.” 
Binary Pb isotopic models using the mean 206Pb/207Pb ratios have been used to determine 
approximate effects of airborne Pb on plant leaves. Using this approach, Hu et al (2010) found 




and empirical model, we found that “total deposition” (both splash and downward deposition) 
accounted for 84% and 78% of Pb contamination in NYC and Ithaca in low Pb soils, and 88% 
and 93% of Pb contamination in high Pb soils. Such results are consistent with Nabulo et al 
(2010) who found that deposition on leaves contributed ~90% of the Pb present in unwashed 
leafy vegetables. The extent to which these authors distinguished various depositional sources 
(i.e. splash vs. downward deposition) is unclear, and we assume their data include a contribution 
from all sources. While these authors also found that washing reduced Pb concentration by ~35% 
(Nabulo et al., 2010), it is important to note that the samples analyzed in the present study were 
washed before analysis. Our data are therefore more consistent with research suggesting that 
foliar entrapment and uptake are important mechanisms governing leafy vegetable contamination 
(Mombo et al., 2016; Schreck, Foucault, et al., 2012; Uzu et al., 2009; Uzu et al., 2014). 
The lettuce Al concentrations showed a similar pattern to Pb, with uptake, deposition and 
splash greater for the high Pb soil. While Al is generally not taken up to any great extent by 
healthy plants under neutral soil conditions (Hawes et al., 2016), the 2-fold greater Al uptake 
corresponded to slightly higher (1.2-fold) concentrations of Al in the underlying contaminated 
soil. As was observed with Pb, the contribution of splash to lettuce Al was much higher (e.g., 7-
fold in Ithaca, 6-fold in NYC) than predicted by the higher concentration in the underlying soil 
alone. It is likely that differences in soil characteristics played a role in the apparent enrichment 
of Pb and Al in the soil adhered to lettuce leaves due to soil splash. The higher content of silt and 
clay (65% and 33%, respectively) in the high Pb soil (Table 1) may be both relatively enriched in 
Al and Pb and have a greater tendency for adherence to plants and resistance to subsequent 




Similar to the Pb data, the Al data indicate that there was significantly more splash in 
Ithaca than in NYC for both high and low Pb soil (3-fold and 2.3-fold, respectively). Splash can 
be a function of rainfall intensity, and examination of historical rainfall data (Figure S1) revealed 
that Ithaca had one extreme rain event of nearly 3.5 inches four days before harvest. This event 
likely contributed significant splash leaving little time for particle removal by subsequent light 
rain or wind before harvest. In contrast, daily rainfall in NYC never exceeded 1 inch during the 
growing period.  
The Al data suggest that Ithaca may have had slightly more particle deposition than 
NYC, perhaps due to differences in weather. The Pb data suggest that deposited particles in NYC 
were enriched in Pb which is not surprising given the greater extent of soil and dust Pb 
contamination in the urban environment (Caravanos et al. 2006, Weiss et al. 2006, Young et al. 
2002). This higher rate of Pb deposition on lettuce is also corroborated by the passive deposition 
trap data (Table 2) which show higher Pb vertical flux at 1 meter in NYC (2.97 µg/m2/day) 
versus Ithaca (0.58 µg/m2/day) during the growing periods. For NYC, the Al data suggest that 
there was more deposition on lettuce grown in the high Pb soil than the low Pb soil. The higher 
silt and clay content of the high Pb soil could also be contributing greater deposition than the low 
Pb soil for lettuce grown in NYC. Although deposition was operationally defined to characterize 
particles from distal sources in contrast to the soil immediately under the plants that were 
covered with a mulch barrier, there may be have been a tendency for our deposition estimates to 
include suspended particles entrained from soils in near (e.g., cm) proximity which had similar 
soil texture to soil underneath the plants. There may have also been some particle leakage 
through the mulch barrier. However, the Ithaca lettuce grown in high Pb soil had little Pb 




Lettuce Al and Pb concentrations across all soil types and treatments were plotted as a 
regression (SI Figure 2). Soil Al concentrations are variable across soil type, and median 
concentrations vary by orders of magnitude (SI Table 1). Because Al is generally unavailable to 
plants in neutral pH conditions, the presence of Al on lettuce tissues can be used as an indication 
of surface adherence or contamination (Lim and McBride, 2015; M. B. McBride et al., 2014). 
There is a strong correlation between Al and Pb across all samples (r = 0.92; SI Figure 2). These 
data support the conjecture that much of the Pb present on tissues is a result of deposition and 
splash, instead of uptake.  
Collectively, these results suggest that while Pb content of the growing medium is the 
most important predictor of lettuce Pb, rainfall intensity and soil texture are highly important 
factors that contribute to adhered Pb content especially when plants are not mulched. 
Contamination of the local environment (i.e., urban vs. rural) also plays a role through distal 
deposition, albeit a smaller one. 
 
3.3.4 Deposition monitoring results 
Table 3.2: Passive trap data over time, collected at 1m elevation above ground. Initial Pb 
concentrations (µg) were calculated with 10cm diameter filters. Concentrations per day and per 
m2 per day are also shown. Rows in bold correspond to the growth periods of lettuce data 
presented.  
 




µg Pb / 
day 
µg Pb / m2 / 
day 
NYC 
6/22/16-8/22/2016 3.5 0.12 1.48 
8/22/16-10/11/2016 11.7 0.23 2.97 
10/11/16-12/22/2016 12.7 0.18 2.28 
Ithaca 
5/17/16-8/23/2016 27.7 0.28 3.59 
8/23/16-9/22/2016 2.2 0.07 0.92 




10/25/16-12/23/2016 1.2 0.02 0.31 
 
The mass of Pb accumulated in passive traps at 1 m elevation was sampled over 3 time 
periods in NYC 6/22/16 - 12/22/16) and 4 time periods in Ithaca 5/17/16 - 12/23/16). The data 
presented correspond to the growing periods in each location (Table 3.2, bold rows: 8/22-10/11 
in NYC and 9/22-10/25 in Ithaca) as well as periods before and after in order to assess the 
changes in depositional flux over time. In general, the Pb deposition rates in NYC are higher 
than Ithaca, except for the first period 5/17 - 8/23. The cause of this anomalously elevated Pb 
deposition in the field site in Ithaca is unknown but may be due to the fact that the high Pb soils 
(transported from NYC) were emplaced during this period and may have been suspended by 
wind.  
The total Pb deposition in NYC over the selected 50-day growing period was 11.7 µg per 
10cm diameter filter, which approximates the diameter of each head of lettuce. Assuming evenly 
dispersed deposition over the growing area, this would be expected to have been deposited on the 
lettuce. Given that the median Pb concentration of lettuce grown in the low Pb bare soil and 
mulched soil are 86 and 92 µgPb/kg, respectively, and the median concentration for lettuces 
grown adjacent to these but under the hoophouse were 8.2 µgPb/kg, at least 11.7 µgPb from 
atmospheric deposition may be responsible for these measured, yet statistically insignificant 
(p=0.1 and 1.0 respectively) differences. In Ithaca, the total Pb deposition over the growing 
period was 1.5 µg. This deposition had a limited impact, given the 61 and 21 µgPb/kg median 
concentrations of low Pb bare and mulch treatment lettuces, respectively, as compared to the 23 
µgPb/kg median concentration for lettuce grown under the hoophouse. Atmospheric deposition 




essentially isolated from this deposition, was not significantly different from the mulched lettuce 
samples (p=1.0). 
Meteorlogical changes in temperature and humidty have been shown to affect metal 
deposition on soils as well as foliar uptake in plants (Schreck et al., 2012a). If such atmospheric 
processes presented a risk in the field locations of this study, higher concentrations of Pb on 
deposition traps and lettuces grown in bare or mulched low Pb soil would have been expected. 
The results show low Pb concentrations on passive traps and the exposed lettuces in low Pb soils, 
suggesting that atmospheric wet and dry Pb deposition presented minimal risks in these locations 
over the given time frames. However, the lettuces grown in high Pb soils contained significantly 
higher Pb concentrations (Figure 3). While the underlying high Pb soils are evidently the source 
of this contamination, our findings are consistent with Amato-Lourenco et al., (2016) who 
demonstrated that weather variables strongly influenced absorption of vegetable contamination 
(Amato-Lourenco et al., 2016). Lawson and Mason (2001) have also documented increases in 
urban Pb deposition during periods of high rainfall (Lawson and Mason, 2001). A rain event of 
nearly 3.5 inches occurred in Ithaca four days prior to harvest (SI Figure 1), and 5 rain events of 
0.5 inches occurred over the growing period in NYC, which likely contributed to the Pb flux in 
deposition traps (Table 2) as well as Pb deposition on lettuce (Figure 3).   
 
3.5 Implications for Gardeners 
The results presented here are consistent with numerous other studies documenting the 
lack of correlation between soil Pb and vegetable Pb (M. B. McBride et al., 2014; Mihaileanu et 
al., 2019; Sung and Park, 2018). In soils with high Pb (~1100 mgPb/kg), lettuce Pb 




The most important implication for gardeners found here is that different management 
approaches are directly responsible for these distinct ranges in lettuce Pb concentration. Growing 
crops in low Pb soils is absolutely preferable and recommended, but here we find that even when 
high Pb soils were used as a growing medium, lettuce crops were below established guidance 
values when approaches to limit splash and deposition were used, (i.e., mulch, hoophouse, or 
growing in a greenhouse environment). Our findings also indicate that growing lettuce crops in 
low Pb soils, even when surrounding contaminants are present, can support crops that are safe 
for consumption.  
Many studies characterize concentrations, potential for exposure, and health risks 
(Augustsson et al., 2015; Margenat et al., 2019; Mihaileanu et al., 2019; Spliethoff et al., 2016), 
but few have evaluated the effects of soil management approaches. Here we quantify the degree 
to which vegetable Pb concentrations can be dramatically reduced by easy-to-employ gardener 
techniques. While investigations of mechanisms of deposition on leaf surfaces are important, we 
offer empirical evidence indicating that the impacts of splash and deposition can be limited, 
essentially as a form of primary prevention, by common gardener practices.  
While we encourage gardeners and researchers to continue to evaluate the impacts of soil 
management techniques, soil Pb concentrations are nonetheless important for gardeners to 
consider. Our data show that even the treatments with the lowest Pb concentrations on lettuce 
grown in high Pb soil (greenhouse and NYC hoophouse median values of 223 and 246 µgPb/kg) 
are significantly greater than the treatments with the highest lettuce Pb concentrations grown in 
low Pb soil (NYC low Pb mulch median value of 92 µgPb/kg) (p=0.044 and 0.012 respectively). 
Screening or testing for Pb and other soil contaminants is therefore of the utmost importance. If 




recommended to limit potential contaminant exposure (Egendorf et al., 2018b; Laidlaw et al., 
2017a).  
Atmospheric deposition varied for Ithaca and NYC, especially over different time 
periods, however, these processes did not contribute significant Pb particle deposition on lettuces 
grown in low Pb soils; as such, the sources of contaminant deposition examined in this study 
appear to be localized from the high Pb soil growing media. While distal atmospheric deposition 
did not present risks in these trials, gardeners should still consider and limit potential deposition 
from local sources of exposure, ranging from buildings with peeling paint, infrastructure, roads, 
industry, or waste sites (Callender, 2000; Caravanos et al., 2006a; Deocampo et al., 2012; Frazer 
and van der Touw, 2014).  
Overall, our findings are aligned with the growing body of scholarly work characterizing 
the benefits of urban gardening and agriculture (Sally L. Brown et al., 2016; Leake et al., 2009). 
Here we evaluated practical and feasible ways to limit a primary health risk associated with 
urban gardening, validating the adoption of such techniques for organizational or public agency 
guidelines and recommendations. These findings are in agreement with many of the results of 
citizen science research aimed at limiting soil contamination (Filippelli et al., 2018; Ramirez-
Andreotta et al., 2015; Rouillon et al., 2017). Through practices such as importing soil and 
mulching, urban gardeners are employing mechanisms to limit exposure to contaminants, while 
simultaneously promoting environmental justice for vulnerable communities in urban areas, 
enhancing green space and food justice at the local level, and providing the foundation for 
ecosystem services for broader regions. The ultimate implication for gardeners is that the 
knowledge of best practices together with local and regional resources allocated for their 




3.4 Supplementary Information 
 
Table 3.S1: Soil Metal(loid) Concentrations (mg/kg) 





Greenhouse 5 1.5 0.1 1.6 1.4 1.7 0.05 
N/A 
Ithaca 32 1.8 0.4 1.8 0.9 2.8 0.06 
NYC 32 1.6 0.4 1.6 0.3 2.5 0.08 
High 
Pb 
Greenhouse 7 2.0 0.2 1.9 1.7 2.4 0.09 
Ithaca 31 1.9 0.2 1.9 1.3 2.5 0.04 




Greenhouse 5 5.5 1.8 5.3 3.9 8.5 0.79 
16.0 
Ithaca 32 5.5 0.7 5.5 4.5 8.0 0.12 
NYC 32 5.6 1.4 5.4 4.2 11.5 0.24 
High 
Pb 
Greenhouse 7 9.7 0.9 9.6 8.8 11.0 0.33 
Ithaca 31 10.4 1.4 10.1 8.4 15.1 0.26 




Greenhouse 5 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.02 
2.5 
Ithaca 32 0.6 0.3 0.5 0.2 1.9 0.06 
NYC 32 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.1 2.1 0.06 
High 
Pb 
Greenhouse 7 0.9 0.1 0.8 0.7 1.0 0.04 
Ithaca 31 1.0 0.2 1.0 0.7 1.7 0.04 




Greenhouse 5 36 2 36 35 40 1 
270 
Ithaca 32 40 9 39 16 71 2 
NYC 32 39 10 35 28 68 2 
High 
Pb 
Greenhouse 7 87 4 86 83 94 1 
Ithaca 31 90 11 87 74 132 2 




Greenhouse 5 90 24 83 75 132 11 
140 
Ithaca 32 16 4 16 6 33 0.7 
NYC 32 14 4 13 10 24 0.7 
High 
Pb 
Greenhouse 7 19 1 20 18 20 0.3 
Ithaca 31 20 3 20 16 27 0.5 




Greenhouse 5 13 1 13 12 14 0.4 
400 
Ithaca 32 97 25 93 36 209 4 
NYC 32 92 23 87 63 159 4 
High 
Pb 
Greenhouse 7 1019 49 1005 972 1110 19 
Ithaca 31 1174 197 1166 859 1733 35 
NYC 31 1210 324 1132 840 2170 58 
Zn Low Pb 




NYC 32 132 75 104 67 472 13 
High 
Pb 
Greenhouse 7 498 35 484 463 567 13 
Ithaca 31 504 67 481 425 736 12 
NYC 31 458 120 440 286 872 22 
 
Table 3.S2: Soil Pb and Al Medians (mg/kg) and Standard Errors by Location and Treatment 
 




Low Pb   86 0.4 1.5 0.05 
High Pb   1005 19 1.9 0.09 
Ithaca 
Low Pb 
Bare 93 4 1.7 0.04 
Hoophouse 97 11 1.8 0.1 
Mulch 92 6 2.2 0.2 
High Pb 
Bare 1196 10 1.7 0.1 
Hoophouse 1293 2 1.9 0.2 
Mulch 1025 7 2 0.2 
NYC 
Low Pb 
Bare 86 72 1.3 0.1 
Hoophouse 89 43 1.5 0.1 
Mulch 87 23 1.7 0.2 
High Pb 
Bare 993 137 2 0.1 
Hoophouse 1187 86 1.8 0.1 
Mulch 1199 88 1.9 0.1 
 
Table 3.S3: Lettuce Metal / Metalloid Concentrations (µg/kg) (Note n values may differ from SI 
Table 4 because only data including results for all metals were summarized here, whereas data 





Metal Soil Location n mean sd median min max se
Guidance 
Value
Ithaca 28 4774 3836 3250 445 16700 725
Greenhouse 10 635 274 517 386 1220 87
NYC 30 2235 1713 1625 386 7500 313
Ithaca 19 30252 26390 25600 391 98300 6054
Greenhouse 10 1194 516 1071 608 2090 163
NYC 30 10296 8410 6320 1130 28400 1535
Unknown Market 10 3465 2359 3350 603 6800 746
Ithaca 28 11.2 4.1 9.8 7.9 24.8 0.8
Greenhouse 10 14.1 3.1 13.4 10.1 21.5 1
NYC 30 10 2.4 9.2 8.2 16.1 0.4
Ithaca 19 21.6 14.9 14.7 7.8 55.4 3.4
Greenhouse 10 8.2 0.2 8.2 8.2 8.7 0.1
NYC 30 13.1 5.6 12.1 8 25.1 1
Unknown Market 10 9.1 3.1 8.2 8.2 18 1
Ithaca 28 12 3 11 8 21 1
Greenhouse 10 16 3 16 11 21 1
NYC 30 15 6 13 8 30 1
Ithaca 19 16 3 16 12 21 1
Greenhouse 10 23 5 22 18 34 2
NYC 30 34 13 34 15 65 3
Unknown Market 10 74 66 74 12 233 21
Ithaca 28 633 91 587 535 931 17
Greenhouse 10 587 0 587 587 587 0
NYC 30 829 223 809 587 1270 41
Ithaca 19 2424 6609 993 574 29700 1516
Greenhouse 10 610 72 587 587 815 23
NYC 30 906 260 889 587 1420 48
Unknown Market 10 625 65 587 587 749 21
Ithaca 28 134 18 137 43 137 3
Greenhouse 10 131 19 137 76 137 6
NYC 30 134 17 137 46 137 3
Ithaca 19 134 21 137 54 169 5
Greenhouse 10 137 0 137 137 137 0
NYC 30 90 43 71 35 137 8
Unknown Market 10 107 36 129 41 137 12
Ithaca 28 38 29 24 16 143 5
Greenhouse 10 15 4 14 9 23 1
NYC 30 72 52 83 8 205 10
Ithaca 19 1709 1786 772 20 5490 410
Greenhouse 10 219 48 223 154 310 15
NYC 30 893 651 659 128 2190 119
Unknown Market 10 8 1 8 8 11 0.3
Ithaca 28 3851 1257 3570 2510 8300 238
Greenhouse 10 4122 1764 3320 2590 7200 558
NYC 30 5950 1834 7200 2260 7200 335
Ithaca 19 5933 6428 4430 3240 32100 1475
Greenhouse 10 3731 1388 3235 2680 7200 439
NYC 30 5106 1602 4490 2670 7200 293
































SI Table 4. Lettuce Pb Concentrations (ugPb/kg) by Soil Type, Location, and Treatment 
    Treatment n mean sd min Q1 median Q3 max 
Low Pb 
Greenhouse   10 15 4 9 12 14 17 23 
Ithaca 
Bare 10 82 42 44 56 61 89 171 
Hoophouse 10 24 6 16 18 23 27 35 
Mulch 9 20 2 17 19 21 22 24 
NYC 
Bare 10 84 30 32 66 86 101 132 
Hoophouse 10 23 29 8 8 8 23 100 
Mulch 10 108 52 43 85 92 112 205 
High Pb 
Greenhouse   10 219 48 154 184 223 233 310 
Ithaca Bare 9 3276 1374 1590 2050 3060 3900 5490 
Mulch 10 299 194 20 232 284 299 772 
NYC 
Bare 10 1690 370 980 1433 1840 1925 2190 
Hoophouse 10 344 216 128 221 246 409 831 




Basket 10 8 1 8 8 8 8 11 
 
SI Table 5: Lettuce Al Concentrations (ugPb/kg) by Soil Type, Location, and Treatment 
 
      n mean sd min Q1 median Q3 max 
Low Pb 
Greenhouse   10 635 274 386 471 517 648 1220 
Ithaca 
Bare 10 75091 208355 5400 7308 8445 12403 668000 
Hoophouse 10 1866 852 445 1418 1970 2298 3030 
Mulch 9 3566 1175 1830 2900 3440 4120 5650 
NYC 
Bare 10 3999 1570 1640 3198 3765 4398 7500 
Hoophouse 10 828 731 386 407 525 849 2760 
Mulch 10 1879 810 877 1475 1565 2243 3740 
High Pb 
Greenhouse   10 1194 516 608 812 1071 1328 2090 
Ithaca Bare 9 50289 21996 25600 36700 45700 58100 98300 
Mulch 10 12218 14140 391 6883 8505 10788 51000 
NYC 
Bare 10 20400 5005 12900 17300 18800 24200 28400 
Hoophouse 10 2365 1018 1130 1733 1990 2675 4140 
Mulch 10 8124 3640 3860 5785 6320 10095 15500 
Regional   
Market 







Figure 3.S1: Daily rainfall (inches) for the duration of the growing periods in Ithaca and NYC in 
the late summer/autumn of 2016. Data were obtained from CLIMOD, Northeast Regional 
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Abstract: 
Gardening provides a wide range of benefits to urban residents but may also increase 
risks of exposure to contaminants in soils. Here we evaluate the use of clean excavated glacial 
sediments and locally produced compost, to create soils for urban gardens in New York City, 
NY, USA. The objectives of this study examine contaminants in compost and manufactured soil, 
safety of produce, and the agronomic value of soil mixes with different ratios of sediment and 
compost. Methods of analysis include quantifying metal/metalloid concentrations in sediments, 
composts, and plant tissues, soil agronomic parameters (pH, salinity, organic matter, total 
nitrogen, total carbon), and crop yield. Contaminant levels in sediments from the New York City 




soils (66 and 1025 mg Pb kg-1), while available composts had highly variable levels of 
contamination (10-232 mg Pb kg-1). A relatively clean compost was used for this study (19 mg 
Pb kg-1).  Metal/metalloid levels did not increase in constructed soils, and crops were well below 
EU safety standards of 0.1 and 0.3 mg Pb kg-1 for fruits and leafy greens, even when surrounded 
by contaminated soils. Sediment/compost mixtures produced yields comparable to control plots. 
Results suggest that CSB sediments have high potential to serve as manufactured topsoil. 
Creating these soil mixtures diverts materials from expensive waste disposal, reduces 
contamination risks for urban residents, and promotes the myriad benefits of urban agriculture 
and community gardening. 
 




Urban community gardening exists at the critical intersection between urban 
sustainability and environmental justice. Gardens in the midst of cities provide green space and 
myriad ecosystem services, which include but are not limited to air purification, carbon 
sequestration, water filtration, and stormwater capture (Lin et al., 2015; Yadav et al., 2012; 
McPhearson et al., 2013; Goddard et al., 2010; Gittleman et al., 2017). These gardens provide 
residents with ways to interact with nature that are otherwise lacking in a major metropolis. 
Whether gardening occurs within cities or in rural areas, it has proven beneficial for 
cardiovascular (Caspersen et al., 1991; Magnus et al., 1979), mental (Fabrigoule et al., 1995; 




Wakefield et al., 2007). City gardening also provides urban communities with opportunities for 
growing affordable and healthy produce, promoting food sovereignty (Alaimo et al., 2008; Litt et 
al., 2011; McCormack et al., 2010) and increasing social cohesion in communities (Blair et al., 
1991; Kuo et al., 1998). In New York City, community gardening efforts were initiated and 
fostered over the past several decades by people predominantly from low-income backgrounds 
who fought to maintain gardens on land in a city where real estate prices are among the highest 
in the country (Eizenberg, 2013).  
While urban gardens promote environmental justice and sustainability, the widespread 
presence of soil contaminants poses significant health risks. Though people from vulnerable 
populations may reap the aforementioned benefits of gardening, they may also be the most at risk 
for contaminant exposure. Generally located on previously vacant lots, urban gardens are often 
created in the presence of contaminants such as lead (Pb), arsenic (As), cadmium (Cd), nickel 
(Ni), zinc (Zn), mercury (Hg), polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), and volatile organic 
compounds (VOCs) (Marquez-Bravo et al., 2016; McBride et al., 2014; Mitchell et al., 2014; 
Spliethoff et al., 2016). Low-income people of color are disproportionately located in areas of 
high soil Pb contamination in NYC (Cheng et al., 2015). This is a phenomenon that occurs 
throughout the U.S. and other countries, a result of numerous ongoing historical, social, and 
spatio-temporal processes that replicate patterns of environmental health disparities and 
necessitate movements to promote environmental justice (McClintock, 2015). 
Lead is a pollutant of particular concern in urban environments, especially for children 
(Mielke, 2015a). Although the Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA) banned the use of lead-
based paint in 1978 (US EPA, 1978) and the Clean Air Act banned the sale of leaded gasoline in 




pipes and solder, industrial activities, and waste incineration, has resulted in high accumulations 
of Pb in urban soils. Lead cannot be broken down or leached out of soils, except in acidic 
conditions (Cheng et al., 2011; Alloway, 2013). Lead contaminated soils and dusts are 
subsequently resuspended and redistributed around cities (Zahran et al., 2013), and have been 
identified as an important source of Pb exposure for urban populations (Mielke and Reagan, 
1998). Dominant pathways for exposure to Pb through soil include direct ingestion of Pb 
attached to soil particles, ingestion of produce with Pb in the matrix or on the surface, and 
inhalation of Pb dust (Mielke, 2016).  
The most effective strategies for mitigating Pb-contaminated soil exposure include 
excavating and replacing, incorporating amendments to reduce contaminant concentrations or 
bioavailability, or covering with a clean soil (Laidlaw et al., 2017). One of the most widely 
adopted Best Management Practices (BMPs) for urban gardening is the construction of raised 
beds (US EPA, 2014). The challenge for replacing contaminated materials or building raised 
beds is the availability of clean soil (Mielke, 2016). A few centimeters of naturally occurring soil 
can take thousands of years to form, and transporting soils from rural areas is expensive and 
depletes the ecosystems from which they are taken (Weil and Brady, 2016). However, compared 
with dig and haul management of contaminated soil at $388/m2, importing soils from outlying 
and rural areas is relatively inexpensive at $22/m2 (Mielke, 2016). The U.S. Geological Survey 
identified clean, low Pb non-urban soils surrounding all U.S. cities (Gustavsson et al., 2001). In 
the densely populated urban landscape of NYC large quantities of clean, inexpensive, and locally 
sourced soil are urgently required to effectively address the urban soil contamination issue, 




The potential for waste stream materials to meet urban soil needs are being evaluated. As 
developers build on previously vacant lots in Brooklyn and Queens, NYC, sediments from depth 
are excavated. While Manhattan and the Bronx are underlain by crystalline bedrock, Brooklyn 
and Queens, geographically located on Long Island, have developed on glacially deposited 
sediments. Excavated sediments are usually not contaminated, but most are nonetheless 
transported outside of the city. In an effort to address this waste or distant use of clean material, 
the NYC Mayor’s Office of Environmental Remediation (OER) created the Clean Soil Bank 
(CSB) Program. Since 2013, OER has excavated 230,000 tons of glacial sediments from 
development sites and diverted them for beneficial uses within NYC, such as land surface 
elevation changes for local development projects.  
The glacial sediments excavated from development sites lack the organic matter and 
nutrient content needed for them to be effective as growing media. Compost production is 
proliferating in cities, and organic waste recycling initiatives in NYC are generating large 
quantities of compost with the aim of reducing the volume of organic waste being sent to 
landfills. There is great potential for and interest in using this material as a source of both organic 
matter and nutrients for urban gardens (Brown et al., 2011).  
While there is a growing body of scholarly work examining the issue of soil 
contamination and approaches for mitigating contaminant exposure both in the U.S. and abroad 
(Alloway, 2013; Biasioli et al., 2006; Delbecque and Verdoodt, 2016; Kelly et al., 1996), there is 
only a limited number of studies examining the use of manufactured soils or constructed 
Technosols for this purpose (Séré et al., 2008). Sloan et al. (2012) implore soil scientists to 




such as compost or biosolids has been investigated, relatively few peer-reviewed studies have 
been conducted on inorganic substrates and manufactured soils.  
Research in the U.S. evaluating the use of sediments as a soil matrix has focused on 
materials dredged from lakes or rivers. Brandon and Price (2007) studied the use of aquatic 
sediments, and outlined an approach for manufacturing soil. The Army Corps of Engineers 
dredges more than 300 million cubic yards of sediments across the U.S. annually (Brandon and 
Price, 2007), and these sediments have been found to be appropriate for agricultural purposes 
(Darmody and Marlin, 2002; Lembke et al., 1983) even with somewhat elevated levels of trace 
metals (Darmody et al., 2004).  
The use of terrestrial or glacially deposited sediments, like those in the CSB, has been 
examined for reconstruction of derelict lands in France (Séré et al., 2008). These materials were 
evaluated for their agronomic properties (Rokia et al., 2014) and their hydrostructrual properties 
(Deeb et al., 2016a, 2016b). These authors demonstrate that soil construction from locally 
available technogenic parent materials can meet the urgent needs for clean and productive urban 
soil, while reducing the volume of materials entering the waste stream. 
The purpose of this research is to contribute to this area of inquiry by evaluating the use 
of glacial sediments and compost to manufacture topsoil for urban agricultural use. The focus of 
this study is on contaminants in the manufactured soil, safety and yield of the produce, and the 
agronomic value of soil mixtures with different ratios of sediment and compost. This study 
addresses the following questions: Do the manufactured soils contain contaminants at levels of 
concern and will they become more contaminated over time? Will experimental crops be safe for 
human consumption, considering the levels of contaminants in compost and the surrounding 





4.2 Materials and Methods 
4.2.1 Field Methods 
4.2.1.1 Community Garden Test Sites  
Experimental test sites were established in three community gardens in three different 
neighborhoods in Brooklyn, NY, USA. The New York City Department of Parks and Recreation 
(DPR) branch that manages community gardens, GreenThumb, oversees all three gardens and 
the Brooklyn Queens Land Trust jointly manages one of the gardens. Gardens were selected on 
the basis of available space, gardener interest in collaboration, as well as varying uses and 
histories. Garden 1 is a large farm that sells food at local farmers markets, Garden 2 was newly 
established at the onset of the growing season, and Garden 3 has been cultivated by community 
members since 1996. Historical information on each garden was gathered through GreenThumb 
records and communication with garden coordinators. Background garden soils were analyzed 
for metal contaminants by portable X-Ray Fluorescence (XRF) scanner (Olympus Inc, Delta 
Classic) in the field, and later by Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass Spectrometry (ICP-MS) 
(Perkin Elmer, Elan DRCe) (see section 2.2.1 for sampling and analytical methods).  
 
4.2.1.2 Construction of Raised Beds 
Four raised beds were constructed in Gardens 1 and 2 with 5 cm x 25 cm untreated pine 
lumber. Raised bed frames (1.2 m x 2.4 m long) were placed above the garden soil and landscape 
fabric was placed within each frame to enable drainage but prevent both root penetration and 




Three of the beds were filled with CSB sediments and compost at three different 
volumetric ratios: 50:50, 67:33, and 80:20. Compost, created from food scraps and wood chips, 
was donated by the Gowanus Canal Conservancy (GCC). After low metal concentrations were 
verified by XRF, compost was delivered to each of the three garden sites and manually mixed 
with sediments. The fourth bed in Gardens 1 and 2 was established as a control and filled with 
topsoil purchased by DPR from a local vendor for use in gardens across the city.  Raised beds 
were established in June, 2015. Due to space limitation in Garden 3, only one 1.2 m x 1.2 m 
raised bed was built, filled with sediments and compost at the volumetric ratio of 67:33. Other 
adjacent plots in Garden 3 contained in situ soil with high concentrations of Pb and As (Table 1).  
 
4.2.1.3 Crop Selection and Cultivation 
Fruit and vegetable seedlings representing common varieties used by community 
gardeners were planted in each of the four beds two to three weeks after raised bed construction. 
Gardens 1 and 2 were planted with basil, cabbage, cilantro, eggplant, onion, kale, peppers, 
tomato, and zucchini. Garden 3, with a smaller bed, was planted with cilantro, eggplant, kale, 
onion, and tomato. Each garden site was watered, weeded, and tended to at least twice weekly by 
researchers, with occasional watering assistance by gardeners.  
 
4.2.2. Laboratory Methods 
4.2.2.1 Contaminants in CSB Sediments, Composts, and Soils 
Composite samples were created by taking samples from the top 15-20 cm of eight points 
in each bed or walkway area. Samples were thoroughly mixed in a clean plastic bucket, and 




were sampled three weeks after placement in beds, and samples were retaken in October 2015 
and July 2016. Field screening of background garden soils and composts by XRF occurred for 90 
seconds and means of three replicates were recorded for As, Cu, Ni, Pb, and Zn. Samples were 
mixed between scanning intervals. 
Three different particle size fractions of selected composts were analyzed by XRF: 
greater than 2.83mm, 2.83-2.0mm, and less than 2.0mm. Air-dried composts were passed 
between standard sieves, and each fraction was placed in plastic ziplock bags and analyzed by 
XRF as described above.  
CSB sediments and soils were also analyzed by Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass 
Spectrometry (ICP-MS) (Perkin Elmer, Elan DRCe).  Soils were dried to constant weight at 105 
degrees C, and the <2mm fraction was subjected to acid digestion using a microwave oven (EPA 
Method 3051). Concentrations of As, Cd, Cr, Cu, Ni, Pb and Zn were determined (EPA Method 
6020). External reference materials SRM-2586 and SRM-2587 obtained from the National 
Institute of Standards and Technology were used to check for accuracy of the measurements. 
Each digestion batch of up to 22 samples included two reference standards, two blanks, and at 
least one duplicate. Germanium (Ge) and Bismuth (Bi) were used as internal standards for 
instrumental drift correction.  
 
4.2.2.2 Contaminants in Crops 
All harvested crops were collected in plastic bags, were soaked in tap water in bags, and 
rinsed three times. Triplicate washing was performed to remove soil particles and represent 
washing techniques that gardeners could employ at home. Crops were dried in open plastic bags 




and stored in plastic bags in a freezer, if not digested within a week. A minimum of 27 samples 
of each crop were analyzed, three samples from each of the nine beds.  
Plant tissues were analyzed for metal concentrations using microwave oven digestion 
(modified EPA Method 3052). Approximately 5 grams of each sample was digested with 10 mL 
of 50% HNO3 acid in the microwave oven digester. The samples were analyzed with ICP-MS for 
As, Cd, Cr, Co, Cu, Ni, Pb, Zn, and Al (EPA Method 6010). To ensure precision and check for 
accuracy of the measurements, each batch of 22 samples was digested with at least one duplicate, 
two blanks, and both apple leaf and rice flour Standard Reference Materials (SRM 1515, and 
SRM 1568a). 
 
4.2.2.3 Agronomic Properties of Soils and Crop Yields 
Soil parameters were determined following USDA Kellogg Soil Survey Laboratory 
Methods (USDA NRCS, 2014). The pH of each soil was measured in a 1:1 slurry using a 
combined electrode (Fisher Science Education). Salt content was determined in a 1:2 slurry for 
Total Dissolved Solids (TDS) with an Oakton TDS 6 Acorn series meter. Total Organic Content 
(TOC) was determined by Loss on Ignition with a Barnstead Thermolyne tabletop furnace (1300 
series). Organic carbon and total nitrogen were determined by CHN analyzer (ThermoFinnigan 
Flash EA 1112) (McGeehan and Naylor, 1988).  
All crop harvests were taken by researchers. Leafy greens were harvested 47 days after 
planting. Onions were harvested 70 days after planting. All other fruits and vegetables were 
harvested periodically and picked when each yield appeared to be ripe. Final harvest of all 
produce was taken 135 days after planting. Upon harvest, crops were weighed and processed in 





4.2.2.4 Statistical Analyses 
Statistical analyses were performed with the R 3.0.3 software (R Core Team 2014). 
Normality and homogeneity of the data were evaluated using Shapiro and Bartlett tests. Since the 
data were not normally distributed, medians were compared using Kruskal-Wallis tests, and 
differences between multiple factors were compared by Nemenyi's test (Zar, 2010). Differences 
were considered significant when p < 0.05. The correlation between Pb and Al on all crops was 
tested with linear regression models.  
 
4.3 Results 
4.3.1 Contaminants in CSB Sediments, Composts, and Soils 
4.3.1.1 Contaminants in CSB Sediments and Background Garden Soils 
The CSB sediments had extremely low organic contaminant concentrations below all 
detection limits (data not shown) and extremely low metal and metalloid concentrations (Table 
1). The results presented here are consistent with results reported by OER wherein analyses were 
conducted by a certified commercial lab (York Analytical Laboratories). Both laboratories found 
that inorganic contaminants were well below the most stringent standards (Unrestricted Use, 
UU) of the NYS Department of Environmental Conservation (DEC) Soil Cleanup Objectives 
(SCO) (New York State Department of Environmental Conservation, 2006), which are 13 mg As 
kg-1, 30 mg Cr kg-1, 50 mg Cu kg-1, 30 mg Ni kg-1, 63 mg Pb kg-1, and 109 mg Zn kg-1.    
 Background garden soils were sampled for Gardens 1 and 3. Garden 2 was not sampled 
because it was newly constructed, and over one foot of mulch covered the entire garden. Garden 




Cu, Pb, and Zn at 53, 66, and 150 mg kg-1 respectively (Table 1). Garden 3 background soils had 
contaminant concentrations well above the SCOUU threshold and were generally an order of 
magnitude higher, with 142 mg As kg-1, 328 mg Cu kg-1, 1025 mg Pb kg-1, and 1474 mg Zn kg-1. 
CSB sediments had metal and metalloid concentrations well below SCOUU criteria and 
background soils from both gardens with 3 mg As kg-1, 12 mg Cu kg-1, 14 mg Ni kg-1, 10 mg Pb 
kg-1, and 49 mg Zn kg-1.  
Table 4.1: Mean ± SE (n=8), metal contaminants (mg kg-1) in Clean Soil Bank sediments (CSB 
S) used in this study, and background soils (BG) from gardens 1 and 3. Mean ± SE (n=4), metal 
contaminants (mg kg-1) in CSB S and compost volumetric percentage admixtures (CSB 20%, 
CSB 33%, CSB 50%) used in the study and in purchased control soils (CON). Analyses were 
conducted directly after mixing soils in June, 2015. NYS Department of Environmental 
Conservation Soil Cleanup Objectives (SCO) Unrestricted Use (UU) criteria are listed for 
comparison.  
 
  Metal Concentrations (mg kg-1) 
Soil Type As Cu Ni Pb  Zn 
CSB S 3 ± 0.7 12 ± 2.8 14 ± 3.0 10 ± 1.0 49 ± 9.4 
BG 1 6 ± 0.6 53 ± 6.1 15 ± 0.7 66 ± 4.0 150 ± 10.3 
BG 3 142 ± 14.9 328 ± 30.5 NA 1025 ± 46.4 1474 ± 31.7 
CON 3 ± 0.7 23 ± 1.9 8 ± 1.8 33 ± 5.5 89 ± 47.1 
CSB 20% 2 ± 0.6 15 ± 2.8 10 ± 0.9 10 ± 2.1 59 ± 19.8 
CSB 33% 1 ± 0.4 14 ± 0.6 15 ± 5.7 8.6 ± 2.5 59 ± 22.1 
CSB 50% 1 ±0.4 18 ± 1.4 10 ± 1.1 18 ± 5.2 81 ± 26 
SCO UU 13 50 30 63 109 
 
 
4.3.1.2 Contaminants in Compost 
Compost sources were screened for contaminants prior to use. Two composts from an 
unknown vendor contained a range of contaminants, with Pb ranging from 36 to 232 mg kg-1 and 
34 to 129 mg kg-1, respectively. These composts were not used in the study. A food waste and 
wood chip compost supplied by the Gowanus Canal Conservancy (GCC) had Pb concentrations 




was also sampled at GCC and had Pb concentrations ranging from 7 to 226 mg kg-1, with a 
median of 45 mg kg-1 (n=13). Only two of the 13 samples taken from this pile had Pb 
concentrations above 70 mg kg-1. All of the compost in the first pile was used for the study, and 
less than half of one cubic yard of the second pile was used to create sufficient volume. Although 
two of the samples from the second pile contained Pb concentrations above SCOUU criteria, the 
small volume of this material nonetheless created soil mixtures with Pb concentrations below 
these stringent standards (Table 1).  
Each of these composts were analyzed for Pb concentrations by size fraction (Figure 1). 
Compost 1 had Pb concentrations over 200 mg kg-1 in all fractions, with the 2.0-2.83mm fraction 
over 450 mg kg-1. Compost 2 had lower Pb concentrations overall (45-93 mg kg-1), with 
increasing concentrations in the smaller particle sizes. The GCC compost, used for the field 
study, had the lowest Pb concentrations (29-65 mg kg-1) and showed increasing concentrations 






Figure 4.1: Mean ± SE (n=6) Pb concentration in three size fractions (>2.83mm, >2.0mm, 
<2.0mm) of the three different composts considered for mixing with CSB sediments.  The 
Gowanus Canal Conservancy compost (GCC) was chosen for use in this study.  
 
4.3.1.3 Contaminants in CSB Mixed Soils and Control Soil 
 After the CSB sediments and compost were mixed and placed into raised beds in gardens, 
composite samples of each bed were analyzed for the presence of organic and inorganic 
contaminants by York Analytical Laboratories (Walsh et al., 2017b, under review). The soils 
were also analyzed for inorganic contaminants (Table 1) in order to compare laboratory 
variability. The control soil and all CSB mixtures had metal concentrations below SCOUU 
criteria. The purchased control soil (CON) had higher concentrations of As, Cu, Pb, and Zn and 





4.3.1.4 Contaminants in CSB Soils Over Time 
 The experimental soil from each plot was sampled and analyzed for the presence of 
contaminants over the course of one year after emplacement in beds. Metal and metalloid 
contaminant concentrations varied slightly, but did not change significantly over time (p = 0.3), 
and the values for Pb concentrations are presented (Fig. 2). Organic contaminant concentrations 
also remained under detection limits over this year (data not shown). All metal and metalloid 
concentrations remained well below SCOUU criteria, and Pb for example, is shown to range 
from 5-30 mg kg-1 over the initial year. None of the three sites showed an increase in 
contamination over one year, even though there was variable contamination in background soils, 
i.e., Garden 3 was contained soils with high Pb and As concentrations (Table 1).  
 
 
Figure 4.2: Mean ± SE (n=9) soil Pb concentrations from July 2015 to July 2016. Values are 
means of samples from all three Clean Soil Bank and compost experimental mixtures per garden. 
Dotted straight line represents NYS Department of Environmental Conservation Soil Cleanup 





4.3.2 Contaminants in Crops 
4.3.2.1 Lead in Fruit and Vegetable Crops 
Organic contaminant concentrations in crops were analyzed at York Analytical 
Laboratory and were below detectable limits. Metal and metalloid concentrations were above 
limits of detection, but were below health based guidance values established by the European 
Commission (EC, 2006). For example, fruit and root crops (Fig. 3a) had Pb concentrations below 
the safety threshold of 0.1 mg kg-1 fresh weight (f.w.) and leafy vegetables (Fig. 3b) had 
concentrations below the safety threshold of 0.3 mg kg-1.  
Although some crops had slightly higher concentrations than others, namely onions and basil, 
these differences should not be concerning, because these concentrations were still well below 
respective safety thresholds. While Pb in soil mixtures increased slightly with increasing 
compost ratios (Table 1), Pb concentrations in plant tissues were not significantly different 
between different compost ratio beds (p = 0.6).  
 
Figure 4.3: Lead concentrations (mg kg-1) fresh weight (f.w.) in fruit and vegetable crops grown 
in Clean Soil Bank soils in gardens 1, 2, and 3. The box plots show the lower quartile, the 
median and the upper quartile, with whiskers extending to the most extreme data point unless 
outliers are present, which are indicated as open circles. The horizontal broken lines show 
European standards for Pb in vegetables. Sample sizes for each crop were: eggplant (n=24), 





4.3.2.2 Relationship between Pb and Al in produce 
The trace amounts of Pb found in crops could be the result of uptake by roots or from soil 
particles adhered to plant tissues. Assuming that Al uptake is negligible in the neutral to slightly 
alkaline soils, the presence of Al on crops can be used as an indicator of minerals adhered to or 
entrained in plant tissues (McBride et al., 2014). The highest Pb concentrations were found on 
basil, and the correlation between Pb and Al was strong (R2=0.7, p < 0.001), suggesting that 
tissue Pb is dominated by adherence rather than uptake. A linear correlation was also found for 
kale (R2=0.2, p= 0.02) and peppers (R2=0.2, p=0.02). Statistically insignificant, weaker 
correlations were found for cabbage (R2=0.1, p=0.16), eggplant (R2=-0.05, p=0.8), and tomato 
(R2=0.02, p= 0.2). 
 
4.3.3 Agronomic Properties 
4.3.3.1 Agronomic Properties of Soils 
CSB sediments were analyzed for nutrient content prior to mixing, and low 
concentrations of SOC (0.1 mg kg-1) and N (below detection limits) validated the need for 
mixing with compost. Each constructed soil was alkaline, as was the control soil (Table 2). Salt 
content (measured by Total Dissolved Solids, or TDS), OM and SOC were slightly higher in the 
control soil than in the 20% and 33% compost ratios, but was the highest in the 50% compost 
ratio beds. Total N was the highest in the 50% compost ratios, and was nearly the same in the 
other compost ratios as the control. Carbon to nitrogen ratios, however, were the highest in the 
control soil, and were nearly the same in each of the CSB compost ratio beds.  
Table 4.2: Mean (n=6), soil parameters in Clean Soil Bank sediment (CSB S) and compost 
percentage admixtures (CSB 20%, CSB 33%, CSB 50%) used in study and control soil (CON). 





  Soil Agronomic Parameter 
Soil Type pH TDS (mg kg-1) OM (%) C/N SOC (mg kg-1) Total N (mg kg-1) 
CON 8.0 146.2 4.5 20.0 2.9 0.1 
CSB 20% 8.0 110.0 2.4 14.6 1.3 0.09 
CSB 33% 8.1 119.1 3.4 13.2 1.9 0.1 
CSB 50% 7.8 284.2 9.6 13.2 4.6 0.4 
 
4.3.3.2 Crop Yield 
Mean harvest weights of total edible yield from each raised bed in Gardens 1 and 2 were 
calculated (Fig. 4). The constructed soils with 50% compost had the highest yield for all selected 
crops. The 33% compost beds produced comparable yields to the control soil bed, with the 
former having the second highest yield for basil, eggplant, kale, pepper, and tomato. The control 
soil produced higher yields than the 33% beds only for cabbage, and produced more than the 





Figure 4.4: Mean ± SE of crop yield (kg) in fresh weight (f.w.). Values are mean of CSB 
compost admixture beds (20%, 33%, 50%) and control soils from gardens 1 and 2.  
 
4.4 Discussion 
4.4.1 Contaminants in CSB Sediments, Composts, Soils, and Crops 
The CSB sediments clearly can be used to construct clean topsoil for urban community 
gardens. The first step in any such construction is confirming the safety of sediments (Brandon 
and Price, 2007). The sediments here contained lower contaminant concentrations than the 
background soils of the selected gardens (Table 1), three different urban composts, garden soils 
from NYC in general (Cheng et al., 2015), and dredged sediments from waterways (Brose et al., 
2016).  
In order to produce a viable topsoil blend with sediments, organic matter additions are 
necessary (Deeb et al., 2016a, 2016b; Epstein et al., 1976; Kelling et al., 1977; Paradelo and 
Barral, 2013; Reeves, 1997). However, obtaining uncontaminated sources of organic matter can 
be challenging in urban areas, as two different potential sources for this study were initially 
rejected, each with varying Pb concentrations in different size fractions (Figure 1). Even though 
the GCC compost had low contaminant concentrations, it nonetheless contributed the majority of 
metal contaminants in the constructed soil (Table 1). Although all metals of concern were well 
below the NYS SCOUU criteria in the constructed soil, compost decomposes over time, and thus 
there is potential for metals to accumulate in beds with subsequent organic matter additions 
(Smith, 2009).  
On the other hand, a number of studies have found that metals such as Pb are less 
phytoavailable and bioavailable in compost than in soils, biosolids, or other media (Epstein et al., 




2014). Composts are by nature heterogenous, and depending on the feedstocks and quality of 
sourced material, some will be more contaminated than others. Careful monitoring and screening 
for contaminants in compost is therefore necessary. Undertaking a comprehensive urban compost 
screening program would be resource intensive and logistically challenging, but there appears to 
be great interest in ensuring the quality of compost by both producers and consumers in NYC 
and surrounding regions. New methods for determining the biogeochemical fingerprint of Pb in 
urban composts are being actively developed (Fitzstevens et al., 2017; Sharp and Brabander, 
2017).  
Contaminant concentrations in the soils did not change significantly over the one-year 
study period, and the example of Pb is illustrated (Fig. 2). While no additional amendments were 
added to soils, there is a growing body of literature which suggests that resuspended soils from 
proximal and distal sources can contaminate newly emplaced clean soils (Clark et al., 2008; 
Laidlaw et al., 2016, 2012; Laidlaw and Filippelli, 2008b; Taylor et al., 2010; Zahran et al., 
2013). This issue is particularly important for Garden 3, where adjacent soils contained high Pb 
and As (Table 1). The other two garden sites were also located near homes constructed in the 
early part of the 20th century, as well as near elevated subway infrastructure, which may both 
contain Pb paint and contribute to dust deposition (Caravanos et al., 2006a; Weiss et al., 2006; 
Young et al., 2002).  
 The lack of re-contamination in this study was likely due to mulch coverage surrounding 
the beds, which limits proximal soil movement (i.e., resuspension or tracking), as well as to the 
limited time frame of sampling (Binns et al., 2004). If mulch is acting as a filter for contaminant 
deposition, increasing concentrations may be evident over time. However, as mulch breaks down 




(Beesley and Dickinson, 2011; Schroth et al., 2008). A number of anthropogenic and climatic 
factors are involved in resuspension and deposition of contaminated soils, which is an ongoing 
phenomenon in need of further investigation (Del Rio-Salas et al., 2012; Pingitore et al., 2009; 
Zheng et al., 2007). Distal source contamination may occur over time, and beds will be 
continually monitored.  
While the manufactured soils contain extremely low levels of contamination, it was 
nonetheless important to analyze the safety of the produce to see if either contaminants in 
compost or the surrounding environment affected crops (Li et al., 2012; MacKinnon et al., 2011; 
Uzu et al., 2010; Wiseman et al., 2013). The crops grown in each of the manufactured soils 
contained negligible concentrations of contaminants and were safe for consumption (Fig. 2). 
Low lead concentrations associated with basil and kale were strongly correlated with Al 
concentrations (R2=0.77, p < 0.001, and R2=0.2, p= 0.02, respectively). This finding suggests 
that the dominant source of Pb on these crops was surficial contamination from dust or entrained 
soil particles (McBride et al., 2014). While the adhered particles are difficult to wash off 
completely, the levels of contaminants found on vegetable tissues did not present significant 
risks. Controlling dust and splash with mulching around crops can minimize adhered soil 
particles (Brown et al., 2016). Adding compost to beds can also lead to greater aggregate 
stability which decreases dust and splash in addition to reducing contaminant phyto- and 
bioavailability (Henry et al., 2015).  
 
4.4.2 Evaluating Manufactured Soils 
Even during their initial year of formation, the CSB-compost mixtures supported a range 




topsoil. The soil parameters evaluated (Table 2) show appropriate physical and chemical 
properties for plant growth. The harvest weights suggest that with at least 33% compost in 
volume, the constructed soils produced comparable or greater yield than commercially available 
topsoil blends commonly used by urban community gardeners (Fig. 3). High organic matter 
levels are encouraged to enhance a range of soil physical, chemical, and agronomic properties. 
However, adding organic amendments can increase cost and potentially increase contaminant 
concentrations (Smith, 2009). The results of this study suggest that the CSB sediments requires 
an addition of 33-50% compost by volume in order to provide adequate yield while minimizing 
cost and contaminant concentrations.  
While the agronomic potential of the constructed soils were evaluated by their ability to 
support plant growth, there are other ways to assess soil quality, especially for engineered soils. 
For example, Séré et al., (2010) constructed soils and evaluated profile development, structure 
and aggregation, water movement and chemical weathering over a 3-year period.  Soil health can 
be evaluated by the USDA-NRCS Soil Management and Assessment Framework (Andrews et 
al., 2004), and Cornell University’s Comprehensive Assessment of Soil Health (Schindelbeck et 
al., 2008), which both include a variety of soil biological, chemical and physical parameters. 
There is currently no agreed upon framework for evaluating soil health in an urban context, 
particularly for newly constructed soils and urban agriculture. Our approach examined 
agricultural productivity and contamination over time, which should be included as important 
criteria when evaluating constructed soils in urban areas.  
 




It is important to note that the CSB sediment and compost mixtures are constructed from 
materials that might otherwise enter landfills. There is a large volume of these materials 
available in NYC and other cities. In the first five years of operation, the CSB has transferred 4.2 
x 105 tons of native sediment (Walsh et al., 2018). In addition to recycling sediment, the CSB has 
lowered costs of sediment management, reduced truck transport and diesel fuel consumption and 
lowered greenhouse gas emissions (Walsh et al., 2018). These environmental amenities are 
directly aligned with sustainability planning in NYC, which calls for reductions in greenhouse 
gas emissions and solid waste disposal, increased collection and reuse of organic materials, 
brownfield remediation, creation of additional community gardens and urban farms, and 
improved food access, affordability and quality. 
Composting initiatives in NYC have greatly expanded, both under the jurisdiction of the 
Department of Sanitation’s (DSNY) NYC Compost Project, and through commercial and smaller 
composting facilities, as a key component of One NYC. In 2013, NYC disposed of 3.3 million 
tons of waste, 31% of which (1.023 million tons) was compostable organics (DSNY, 2013). In 
2014, DSNY composted 892 tons of residential or- ganics (DSNY, 2014). These initiatives are 
keeping food and yard waste out of landfills, but in order for the composts to work most 
effectively as growing media, an inorganic matrix is desired (Sloan et al., 2012). CSB sediments 
are ideal candidates. Constructing urban soils from these materials is consistent with systems-
based approaches for social-eco- logical urban planning that also support ancillary urban 
ecosystem services (Bai et al., 2016; Ferris et al., 2001; McPhearson et al., 2016).  
The 4.2 × 105 tons of native sediment that have already been reused locally in the CSB 
would enable coverage of all NYC gardens within slightly more than one year (Walsh et al., 




clean sediments generated in NYC. Economic constraints, limited facilities for storing and 
mixing soils, and the issues of small streets and fenced gardens contribute to the challenges of 
realizing the full potential of the CSB to construct soils on a large scale. These impediments are 
not insurmountable, and it is important to effectively address these issues so that the CSB can 
promote sustainable development and environmental and food justice (Horst et al., 2017). 
 
4.5 Conclusion 
The use of CSB sediments and compost in this study effectively di- verted waste 
materials from landfills and demonstrated their safe and effective use as manufactured topsoil. 
Composts, which must be mixed with CSB sediments to facilitate plant production, can be a 
source of contamination and must be carefully screened before use. Once placed in beds, 
contaminant concentrations in CSB sediment and compost mixtures did not change significantly 
over the first year. This indicates that environmental factors such as resuspension of surrounding 
soils and dusts had a negligible impact on contaminant concentrations in the soils and produce 
over this limited time period. These beds will be monitored over time for soil development and 
potential contamination from resuspended soils and dusts. The crop yields from beds containing 
at least 33% compost by volume were comparable to the commercial control topsoil. Both the 
yield values and soil parameters show that even in their first year of formation, these constructed 
soils were pro- ductive and comparable to topsoil otherwise available to community gardeners.  
Clean soil is needed to mitigate exposure to contaminants and promote urban agriculture. 
Our findings suggest that CSB sediments mixed with urban composts have the capacity to begin 




they benefit those most at risk to contaminant exposure and most in need of affordable healthy 
produce. Moving forward, the Clean Soil Bank presents a unique opportunity to develop urban 
social-ecological systems that connect city agencies, academic researchers, and local 
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